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EDITORIAL
our Society is one of the few societies of itn kind founded in
the mid 19th century which still maintains a broad interest in
most fields of human endeavour, by virtue of its lecture programme,
its sections devoted to Natural History and to Geology, and its
annual Transactions. In these days of escalating inflation
it has become necessary to change the format and to use offset lithographic reproduction as a more economical means of
printing.
The contents of the annual Transactions have varied considerably through its seventy volumes. While this is no time to turn
the clock back and have extended reports of every meeting, it
does seem that there is room for improvement. As a matter of
policy lecturers to the Society will in future be invited to
present a condensed version of their talk for publication, so that
members have a more permanent record. Regrettably we cannot accept
all lectures for publication in full, for the cost would be prohibitive. The Transactions will, as a matter of course, contain the
annual President's address and the Council's Report. By arrangement
with the University we hope to include the annual Bennett Lecture,
this year's by Professor J. V. Smith is in fact a fine review of the
present state of the art in a complex subject, concerning the Earth
on which we live. Finally, we invite both members and non-members
to submit papers emanating from their studies for presentation to
a wider public via our pages. Such papers should have specific
reference to Leicestershire and illll'lediately surrounding areas, and
they will, of course, be referred to experts for evaluation before
acceptance, as is the usual practice. The paper in the present
volume concerning classification of subdivisions of the Lincolnshire Limestone which outcrops in east Leicestershire and Rutland,
is an important step in modernizing local stratigraphic practice
and usage. This volume also contains a catalogue of hoverflies
recorded in the County, thereby continuing a tradition of biological
lists which have appeared in several previous volumes.

Trevor D. Ford
lion. Editor.
(Geology Department,
University of Leicester).
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ALL THAT

Presidential Address by Mrs. Jessie Cameron, B.E.M.
Although I have gone frequently to New England, my visit
in 1976 was especially to be present at the Bicenritennial
Celebrations. I went back to the Boston area where I was
born and lived until I married and came to Leicester.
On arrival in Boston I was qreeted by many signs of
celebration - most noticeable amon~ them being si~ns saying
"Boston - where it all began•. What be~an?
Here is a little background to understanding the steps
to Independence.
The political status of the .American colonies was
that they were Land Grants and Baronies established by
English law, and there was a great deal of English money
involved in this Eastern coast of America. So in the mid
1700s when France, who held a similar colonial commitment
north of the st. Lawrence river, in what is now Canada,
tried to extend their territory further south, having made
a compact with the Indians. The British Army fought them
to safeguard this investment. This proved an expensive undertaking, and the British Parliament imposed taxes on the
colonists to meet it. This aroused qreat feelino around
Boston, and produced the slogan "No taxation without representation". The ensuing •stamp Act" was the cause of the
famous "Boston Tea Party•. The colonials dressed as Indians
raided a newly arrived ship, and threw the consignment of
tea, on which the tax was to be charged, into the harbour.
Just before midnight on April 18, 1775, two lanterns
shone across the Charles River from the steeple of the north
church in Boston, to where could be seen a file of British
Grenadiers and light infantry knee deep in the Cambridge
marsh, as they disembarked from small boats. There they
stood until 2 a.m. waiting for provisions to be rowed across
to them. Resuming their soggy march, the Redcoats (as they
were called by the rebels) pushed through waist deep water
on their way to Lexington, about 15 miles inland. Others
were converging toward that little Massac~usetts town before
dawn on April 19, 1775.
The rebel underground in Boston and the neighbourhood
had not been idle during the years of tension. Volunteer
bodies had been formed, armed, equipped and drilled. These
groups of farmers, shopkeepers and craftsmen were ready at
short notice to be called - and soon earned the title of
"Minute Men•.
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This rebel underground had sent the mounted messengers
to spread the alarm. The two lanterns were the signal to
these messengers as to the route the British were taking.
William Dawes, a tanner, hurried across Boston Neck to
Cambridge and on to Lexington, as a well known engraver
and silversmith, named Paul Revere, was rowed over to
Charlestown to spread the news by another route. For the
plan of the British to seize the rebel chiefs, Sam Adams
and John Hancock, at their headquarters in the outskirts
of Boston, and to destroy the rebels' military stores at
Concord (just beyond Lexington) was perhaps the best
publicized secret of the 1\merican Revolution. The two
lanterns started the messengers on their ride to warn the
countryside, the arrangement being "One if by land and two
if by sea".
Paul Revere roused the captain of the "Minute Men" at
Medford and alerted almost every house along the route to
Lexington, a route on which I lived and saw the re-enacbment
of that ride every year (a school holiday).
At Lexington Paul Revere persuaded Adams and Hancock
to seek a safer hiding place.
·
The Town Bell tolled, signal guns boomed, and just
before dawn a band of Minute Men - 70 at the very most muskets in hand, lined up at the North end of Lexington
Common.
Soon, out of the morning mist, .emerged six companies
of Redcoats under Major Pitcairn, and the opposin~ forces
were confronting each other. A British officer on horseback approached the rebels swinging his sword and, according to one account, shouted "Lay down your arms, you
damned rebels, or you are all dead men:" Captain John
Parker charged his Minute Men, "Don't fire unless fired
upon, but, if they want a war, let it begin here:"
As the Minute Men were dispersing at Captain Parker's
orders, someone yelled, "Fire: by God, Fire: A single pistol
shot was answered by a fusilade of musketry.
Who shouted "Fire:"? Which side fired the first shot?
are questions as debateable today as in 1775, but the 1\mericans,
who promptly put the onus on the Redcoats, won the battle of
testimony, if they did not hold the field.
So the fight began, and America ·was born, a pregnant
fact when one reflects on the part that 1\merica has played
ever since: The Massachusetts ColllJllittee of Safety swiftly
wrote and despatched their version of the fighting to all
the colonies, and even by fast schooner to England, where
the American story of Lexington was printed in newspapers
12 days before the official despatches appeared in print.
At that time the body of opinion for Independence was
4

approximately 1 1/3 for' and 1 1/3 against' with 1 1/3 don't
know'. However that may have been within 12 months of this
initial battle, the idea of Independence was being openly
canvassed1 the tension was breakin~ into war, and events
were moving fast.
To contemporary Britain this first official news from
the embryo United States of America probably occasioned
little comment or concern, but on hearing the news from
Lexington, the thirteen colonies on the Atlantic seaboard
of America at once united behind the initiative of Boston.
They extended from Boston in the North to Virginia in the
South. Colonial groups in the South were composed largely
of slave owners and other plantation farmers who did not
share the Puritan characteristics of the North, but the
British occupying forces found themselves confronted by
a single colonial force organised by the thirteen states.
So the war of words was added to the war of swords:
John Adams was an early critic with his misgivings, "There's
no knowing where our calamities will end", he urged bitterly.
In other states, patriots had already been forewarned: as
early as March 1775, Patrick Henry told the Virginia Convention (which was meeting in defiance of Royal orders) that
the King was planning to subjugate them. "We must fight",
he exhorted. "Gentlemen may cry Peace, but there is no
Peace•. With marvellous prescience he added, "The war
has actually begun! The next gale that sweeps from the North
will bring to our ears the clash of sounding arms!" Then,
in his memorable peroration, the great orator uttered words
that electrified his hearers and quickly circulated. "Is
life so dear, or peace so sweet as to be purchased at the
price of chains and slavery? - Forbid it, Almiqhty God!
I know not what course others may take, but as for me, give
me Liberty, or give ma Death!"
Lexington and Concord transformed a local political
struggle into an all-out affair in which all thirteen
colonies could join, and produced as if by magic a rebel
army composed of New England patriots who flocked to the
insurgent encampment outside Boston, where George Washington
took command.
1776 saw the second turning point: the Declaration of
Independence. The Americans for some time claimed that
they were not fighting the King but his Ministers. Hence
when George Washington and his officers dined together, they
drank to the health of the Kin~, a pr~ctice that continued
until the gulf was widened between George III and his
colonists.
It was on the 4th of July 1776 that Congress issued
"The Declaration of Independence". Benjamin Franklin was
invited to write it, but he felt a younger man should do
it. Franklin was a well known man for many things -

s

including the invention of bi-focals (which are giving me
trouble now!).
Thomas Jefferson, aged 32, was persuaded to draw it up reluctantly as he.was a recent bridegroom. Of all the
"Founding Fathers" as they are popularly known, he was certainly the most versatile. In him were combined the qualities
of philosopher and statesman to a superlative de~ree. lle
spent more than half his life in public service, occupying the foremost positions of trust in the gift of the
nation •. After cataloging the enemies of George III, the
Declaration declared that "These united colonies are, and
of right ought to be, free and independent states". The
most famous clause occurs at the beginning of the second
paragraph. "He hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable righ~s, that
among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of happiness". This was strange lan~uage from a slave-owner,
as Jefferson was, but it does express the passion for
freedom that was in the heart of Jefferson and many other
Americans.
It was this.Declaration, signed by Representatives of
the 13 States, that was celebrated at Boston in 1976.
The first signatory was John Hancock whose signature ls
very large - He said he "wrote it big so the King could
read it without his glasses" and today in America, when
you are asked for your signature you might be asked for
your "John Hancock".
The main Bi-centennial celebrations in Boston were
held on the esplanade beside the Charles River. The
river over which the "Redcoats" were rowed on their way
to Lexington. There ls an open amphitheatre there where
the Boston Symphony Orchestra play each summer for the
"Boston Pops" - similar in character to the Albert Hall
"ProMs" and where they played for the celebration. 400,000
people were there on the Boston side of the river and
many thousands more across on the Cambridge side. Following the concert there was a mammoth fireworks display.
Celebrations varied in the different States. One
national observance,however, was the arrival of the
covered wagon trains which had journeyed over the original
trails that had opened up the west. They arrived on July
4th after travelling many months, having been through
every State, being received by the President in
Philadelphia where the Declaration had been signed.
At their arrival the bells tolled in every city, town and
village for 13 minutes in memory of the original 13
States.
The final step in the founding of the United States of
America was the American Constitution. Today Americans
are so accustomed to living under a written constitution
6

that they take it for granted, yet the written constitution was one of the first to be developed, and was
among the earliest in history. "In all free states
the Constitution is final", as John Adams wrote. As
the war was ending Americans everywhere demanded
'a standing law to live by'.
In a written constitution all the provisions are
contained in one document. The British Constitution
is not one of this kind: indeed it has been said that
the British Constitution does not exist. There is no
special prQcedure in Britain for passing a constitutional law of the lands the same procedure is followed
to pass a law which decrees that women shall be entitled
to sit in Parliament, as one that buses shall run up
Glenfield Road. The British Constitution is a mixed
collection of all manner of laws and customs, some of
which are written down, and some are traditional. But
even written documents, however clear their writers
try to make them, are at the Mercy of laWYers, who interpret them in various ways. The American Constitution
has been variously interpreted by lawyers, especially
by Judges of the SupreMe Court.
The problem which tne Americans faced in creating
a Constitution was as easy to state as it was difficult to solver it was that of combining Union and
Freedom. Each of the 13 States wanted to keep .
its freedom, and manage its own affairs in its own
way. Union was necessary for strength, to avoid
disputes, and to deal with the new Western lands
won from Britain.
The Americans solved this problem by creating a
Federal Constitution. Previously, after the
Declaration of Independence, the 13 Colonies had
formed a kind of League, the rules of which were
drawn up in 1777. These Articles of Confederation,
as they were called, provided for a Congress in which
each State was represented, and which appointed
various Officers of State, for example, Secretaries
for Foreign Affairs and War. They also said that the
citizens of each state were entitled to the full
rights of the citizens of any other state, but went
very little further. The Confederation was not a
great deal more than an Alliance of the 13 States
for tne purpose of running the war. The Articles were
successful for the war period, but they were not
adequate as a framework for lasting Union.
When the war was over, there were numerous difficulties facing the Colonies: there were inevitable
economic troubles, there was a certain amount of
unemploymenti the existing paper currency did not
7

represent real wealth; there were problems of debt,
particularly for the farmers; and, perhaps the most
serious of all, the relationships with Foreign Powers.
In drawing up the Federal Constitution, a good
deal of conflict arose between delegates from the
13 States who, while they recognised the need to
preserve the union by a strong central Government,
were equally anxious to sacrifice as little as
possible of the powers of each separate State. In
framing the powers of the President, the shadow of
George III, whom they regarded as a tyrant, fell
across the deliberations of the law-making body.
As a result, the powers of the Central Government were
very weak, while those of the State Governments were
relatively strong. America has found her own ways of
safeguarding the President's position, but even today
situations arise, usually at International level,
which weaken the President's powers.
The main details of the Constitution are these:Laws are to be made by Congress, which follows
the British pattern by consisting of two houses:
The Upper House is the Senate: this contains
two members from each State, whether a large
or small State. Each Senator sits for six
years.
The Lower House is the House of Representatives
(or simply, the House). In this House, each
·state has members in proportion to the size of
its population. They sit for two years.
The President, who represents the Executive
Power, holds office for four years, when he
may seek re-election.
These dispositions governing the varying lengths of
time within which the President as Head of the Executive
on the one hand and the two law-making bodies in the
two Houses of Congress will come up for election or
re-election in differing years of Office. Thus it
will often come about that a President of one party
will be in office at a time when the majority in
Congress belongs to another Party. This weakens the
President's powers.
This illustrates the checks and balances that
American Constitution-makers like to introduce into
their system of laws and shows an almost infectious
fear of giving too much power to their law-makers.
The ghost of George III is still walking. This device
0

is known as the "Separation of Powers", and it can
be found in many other instances of American jurisprudence.
Among the powers given to Congress are the following:it can collect taxes for its own purposes,
borrow money on the credit of the United
States
admit new States to the union, as has happened
recently when Alaska and Hawaii joined.
Laws are carried out by the President. He is elected
by Electors, themselves specially elected for this
purpose by the people of every state. Each state
elects as many Electors as are determined by the
number of Congress members it has (i.e. - Representatives and Senators).
This is one of the details least understood in
this country, but when it is realised that, at the
time of the making of the Constitution the United
States stretched 1300 miles north to south, and
westward to the Mississippi, in total the area was
about 800,000 square miles, and from Philadelphia,
where it was drawn up, .to Charleston 600 miles away,
in 1776 it was over 4 weeks before the people of
Charleston heard that the Declaration of Independence
had been signed. The great achievement of the United
States was that it associated Liberty with vast
dominion. Most great States of the past had been autocratic except the United Kingdom, which really America,
with her English ancestry, copied, but gave a twist
to each constitutional detail and a different aspect,
which has put her in a class of her own.
The America of 1776 was already huge but had been
well designed to cope with the growth that was to
come to her in the course of the nineteenth Century.
The great dominions of our own day seem unable to
cope with size without Communism, but America has
found the Democratic recipe.
A third branch of the Executive are the Courts of
Justice, of which the chief is the Supreme Court.
Members of this Court are appointed by the President
for life and hold their offices during good behaviour?
This court has very wide powers: it may judge a case
in Law or Equity which arises over the Constitution,
controversies between two or more States, or cases
between citizens of different States.
The Senate is very strong, the fact that each
state is equally represented in it, safeguards the
small, thinly populated States - for example, the
9

Rocky Mountain States like Nevada and Wyoming against the large or thickly populated States. The
Senate has made great use, too, of its powers of
Treaty-making; every Treaty must gain a two thirds
majority in the Senate; and in fact, the Senate has
rejected many Treaties.
The Supreme Court occupies n position of great prestige, the Judges have made full use of the powers
left to them: they have made themselves the interpreters of the Constitution; they have taken upon
themselves to decide whether acts of Congress themselves are lawful according to the Constitution.
Up to date there have been only 24 Amendments
since the Constitution was established. The first
ten pf these.are known as 'The Bill of Rights' and
were passed in 1791 (which I will explain later). The
21st Amendment (1933) simply reverses the Eighteenth,
the famous Prohibition Amendment of 1918. Thus there
have been few changes in the Constitution since it
was first drafted.
The Constitution itself lays down nothing about the
Right to Vote. It is left to the States themselves
who shall vote in Elections, even of the President.
This seems strange in a Constitution in what has been
from the beginning a democratic country. In fact, in
1787, many Americans, including such leading ones as
Alexander Hamilton, strongly distrusted the people.
They had seen the power of the mob in numerous riots.·
In some States in 1787 the right to vote belonged
only to a fairly small number of people, though in
others, such as Massachusetts, it extended quite widely.
Only gradually, during the next forty years, was the
franchise widened to include most male white Americans.
The Fathers of the Constitution ended their labours
in 1787. It was one thing for a group of America's
wisest statesmen to draw up an elaborate system of
Government: it was quite another to persuade the people
of the several States to accept 'it. Indeed the
hardest part of the struggle for a stronger Union
came after the Philadelphia Convention had broken up.
The members of the Convention declared that the new
Constitution would come into force when it had been
accepted by nine of the thirteen States. Its publication
aroused much hostility for a variety of reasonsz
some opponents pointed out that it gave far more power
to the President and Congress than had ever belonged
to King and Parliament in Colonial days; others
complained that it included no Bill of Rights stating
the Liberties of the Individual; others said that it
protected the property-owners, and did nothing for the
poor man.
10

There was a spate of pamphlets and orations against
it: Patrie Henry of Virginia, the most effective of
American Orators of the time, attacked it; while
Thomas Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of
Independence, and at the time American Minister in
France, suspected it because it contained no 'Bill
of Rights' for the individual. Its supporters
mustered all the arguments they could find: they
appeared to the need of a strong Central Government to
maintain order; they pointed out that the United States
needed a strong and united Government to overcome
British obstinacy and Spanish intrigues in America.
George Washington's support was a powerful argument.
Most important of all, Hamilton Madison and John Jay
wrote and published under the title o~ 'The Federalist',
a series of Essays which explained in clear and convincing language the merits of the Constitution. This
propaganda certainly won over many waverers, but it is
highly probable that if the outcome had depended
solely on arguments in pamphlets and speeches, the
Constitution would have been lost. A good deal of
shrewd manoeuvering was necessary to get majorities
in some of the States. Special conventions in each
State were elected to ratify the Constitution. The
contest was very closeJ the majority in Massachusetts
was 19, in Virginia the vote in favour was 10 and
in New York only 3.
Massachusetts tacked on to the Constitution the 'Bill
of Rights' which was to be put to the other States
and, if accepted, added as amendments. It was duly
accepted and now forms the first ten amendments, that
I mentioned earlier. These guarantee, among other
things, freedom of speech and religion, freedom to
assemble, freedom from general search warrants, the
right to trial by jury, and security against cruel
and unusual punishments.
There were also some other details - that each
State should surrender criminals, escaping from
justice, to the State from which they came. Any
person held for 'service or labour' under the laws of
one State, who escapes to another is to be returned
to his owner.
Since slavery existed in the southern states when
the Constitution was made, it was decided in calculating
the number of memb~rs which each state was entitled to
have in the House of Representatitves, every slave
should count as three fifths of a freeman. This was
known as the "Federal Ratio" - the slaves had no right
to vote.
It was made hard to alter or amend the Constituion,
and amendments had to be supported by two thirds of
each House of Congress - or by the legislatures of
two thirds of the States.
11

By the end of June 1788 nine states had ratified
the Constitution and so it became law. North Carolina
was slow in ratifying and Rhode Island refused to do
so until 1790. But before that, on April 30th, 1789,
George Washington had been inaugurated as firDt
President. ne, of course, is the Founding Father,
par excellence. Insofar as it is possible for a
single person to create a nation, it may be said of
Washington that he did so. It was his towering
personality that was the decisive element in the three
crucial events that founded the United States: the
Revolutionary war, in which he was Commander in Chief,
the Constitutional Convention over which he presided,
and the first national Administration whose President
he was.
The new republic had begun its course.
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Transactions of the Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society.
Volume 73, 0-:!cember 1979.

HOVERFLJES (Dlptera: Syrpitidae) OF LEICESTERSHIDE:

AN ANNOTED CHECKLIBT
by Jennifer OICI\

1

nrrnooUCTION

lloverflies (Syrphidae) are attractive insects and are familiar
to IDOst people. They are conspicuous in gardens, feeding on flat,
,open flowers of the daisy-type or hovering motionless in the sunlight before suddenly darting away. The family Syrphidae is taxonomically well-defined, recognisable by an apparent extra, unconnected
vein, the vena spur1a, in the middle of each wing, and by marginal
veins more obvious than the flimsy edge of the wing. The adults vary
in size, colour, pattern, and behaviour, many of them being strikingly beautiful, some bear a superficial resemblance to bees or
wasps. Not only is the family distinct, but the species are
relatively easy to identify. Consequently the family was chosen as
one of the groups to be studied in detail as part of an investigation of the fauna of a suburban garden (OWen and owen 1975).
2

ME'l'IIODS ANO RESULTS

A Malaise trap (described by Townes, 1972) was used to monitor
flying insects in the garden and it quickly became apparent that
hoverflies are abundant and diverse. The garden at 66 Scraptoft
Lane, Humberstone, Leicester (National Grid Reference SK 624056)
has yielded 86 species of hoverflies out of the British.list of
241. Many recorded are typical of rural areas suggesting that the
diverse habitat of suburbia has significance for conservation.
British syrphids fall into five main categories with respect
to larval feeding habits: consumers of living bulbs, roots and
other plant material, predators of aphids, consumers of tree-sap
and rotting wood, decomposers found in manure and stagnant water,
and scavengers in nests of Hymenoptera. All five categories are
represented in gardens. The majority of hoverflies found in
gardens are member~ of species whose larvae eat aphids.
The nuinberstone garden is a mature, well-cultivated plot of
about 650m2 with a considerable variety of plants and microhabitats. It is situated only 3.8 km 2 from the city centre, on
a busy corner, but there are open fields 000 m away, a small
stream flanked by tall trees within 125 m and two wooded parks
within a radius of 450 m. The garden is maintained in such a
way as to promote insect life, especially by providing adequate
-cover and attractive flowers, but it is certainly not a wilderness and produces fruits, vegetables, and flowers for cutting.
Continuous sampling from April to October using the Malaise
trap began in 19721 the check-list is based on the six-year
period 1972-77 with some additional records for 1978 and 1979.
Hoverflies have also been observed and hand-netted in the g3rden,
and a nwnher of species have been reared from larvae.
13

The realization that a third of the Dritish species of hovP.rflies can be found in a suburban garden prompted me to find out
what is known of their occurrence elsewhere in the county. Available information is scanty, and the detailed sampling of the
Humberstonc garden (over 25,000 individuals recorded in the Malaise
trap) necessarily forms the bulk of the observations. The
locality name used for my garden records is Humberstone. I have
also collected hoverflies at the Leicestershire and Rutland Trust
Nature Reserve at Ingarsby cutting (SK 666046 approximately) and
have identified Malaise trap samples from Mountsorrel (SK 578154)
and Uppingham School (SK 861998). The Handbook for the Identification of British Insects (Coe 1953) was used and the identification
was checked against named specimens in the collections of.the
Leicestershire Museums. Dipterists at the British Museum confirmed identification of some of the more confusing species.
3 CIIECKLIST

Included in the check-list are records and specimens held at
the Leicestershire Museums and species listed in the Victoria
History of the County of Leicester (page 1907). No literature
search has been made although undoubtedly there arc Leicestershire
records of syrphids in the entomological literature.
In the check-list I have used the taxonomy and nomenclature
of Kloet and Hincks (1975)1 old recorda use different names and
I have allotted these records to other named species using the
synonymy of recent editions of Kloet and Hincks.
Several words referring to size, appearance and frequency are
used consistently in the check-list. Medium-sized means between
the length of a housefly and a honeybee, large meaning larger
than a honeybee and small smaller than a housefly. The winglengths
given are from Coe (1953). Bands refer to markings at right angles
to the long axis of the body, stripes to markings running along
the long axis. Indications of frequency refer to numbers taken
each year in the Malaise trap at llumberstone1 rare means less than
5, uncommon 6-20, frequent 21-50, and common 51 or more. Adult
hoverflies fly from April to October, •throughout season•
indicates this period.
The lists of localities for each species start with llnmberstone,
followed by other records that I have determined. Next come other
recent records supplied by the Leicestershire Museums, which are
almost without exception taken from lists compiled by David Lewis
of Enderby. They are followed by old records. The list of species
given in the Victoria County History is due entirely to the work
of w. A. Vice. Most of these records are nineteenth century,
and the synonymy is confusing, localities given in the Victoria
County History are indicated by (V). Hy records and all recent
lists held by the Museums are for 1972 or later, most museum
14

specimens are pre-1940. Therefore I have marked all locality
records for before 1972 with*• The Museums' collections contain
a'number of Rpecimens whose Leicestershire origins are indicated
by a red circular label, a convention used by P.A. II. Muschamp,
their Hon. Entomologist 1925-1956, but which often lack any further
data. These have only been mentioned when they are either the
oole record or appear to predate any other substantially ••
sun-FI\HtLY1 Syrphinae
'l'RIBE1
Syrphini
GENUS:
Syrphus Fabricius, 1775
1) S. rJbesJJ (Linnaeus, 1758). Medium-sized (winglength
7.25-11.S mm), broad, with conspicuously black- and yellowbanded abdomen, easily confused with several other species
particularly s. vJtrJpennJs. Common in some years, uncommon in
others1 formed part of the hoverfly •plagues• of 1975. Adults
present throughout season. Reared from larvae feeding on aphids
on cabbage and elder. Humberstone1 Mountsorrel, Uppingham1
Narborough Dog, Ulverscroft1 Blaby*, Buddon(V)*, Longcliffe*.
2) s. torvus Osten-Sacken, 1875. Similar in size and appearance
to s. rJbesJJ. One individual only has been recorded at 66
Scraptoft Lane. llwnberstone.

s. vJtrlpennJs Meigen, 1822. · Similar in appearance to s.rl~sJJ
but slightly smaller. Rare 1972-741 frequent 1975-77. llumberstone1
Mountsorrel, Uppingham1 Enderby, Narborough Bog1 Dlaby(V)*,
Longcliffe(V)*.

·J)

GENUS1

EpJstropl1e Walker, 1852.

4) E.ellgans (Harris, 1780). Medium-sized (winglength 6.259.S mm), rather dark, with restricted yellow markings on abdomen.
Frequent. Adults present in Hay and June. 1Jumberstone1
Ingarsby cutting, Hountsorrel1 Enderby, Ulverscroft1 Bardon(V)*,
Blaby*, Somerby (V) *.
5) E. grossularJae (Melgen, 1822). Similar in appearance to
S.rlbes11 but slightly bigger. One individual only has been
recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane.

Humberstone1 Enderby, Narborough Bog.

6) E.nit:JdlcollJs (Meigen, 1822). Similar in size and appearance
to s.r1bes11. Rare, absent in four of six years' recording.
llwnberstone, Bardon llill(V)*.
GENUS:

Hetasyrphus Matsumura, 1917.

1) H.corollae (Fabricius, 1794). Medium-sized (winglength 5-8.25
an), with pairs of large yellow spots often fused at midline (males)

IS

or yellow lunules (females) on black abdomen, Common, formed
the majority of the hoverfly "plagues" of 1975 and occurred in
large numbers in 1976, Adults present from July onwards, Aphidfeeders as larvae, swarms in gardens in 1975 and 1976 had probably
moved from agricultural land when aphids depleted. Tendency to
settle on anything yellow including clothes and garden furniture,
Humbcrstone, Mountsorrel, Uppingham, Narborough Bog1 Bardon(V)*,
Blaby(Vl*, Longcliffe*.
0)
H,lat1£asclatus (Macquart, 1829). Medium-sized (winglength
6.5-8.5mm), with pairs of yellow markings often fused into bands
on black abdomen. Rare 1972-751 absent 1976-77.
llumberstone1 Anstey Lane (V) •, Blaby (V) •.'
9)
H,latllunulatus (Collin, 1931), Medium-sized (winglength
7.5-8.5mml, with pairs of large, yellow lunules tending to join
at midline of abdomen, easily confused with H,lunlger. Rare,
recorded only in 1975 and 1976. Jlumberstone1 Blaby(V)*, Saddington(V)*.
10) H.lunlger (Meigen, 1822). Medium-sized (winglength 6.5-lOmm),
with pairs of large, yellow lunules on black abdomen. Common.
Adults present throughout season. Humberstone, Mountsorrel,
Uppingham1 Ulverscroft1 Bardon Hill(V)*, Blaby*, Breedon(V)*,
Thurmaston*, Upperton Road*,
GENUS:

Scaeva Fabricius, 1805,

11) S,pgrastrl (Linnaeus, 1758). Large (winglength 9.25-ll,5mm),
with pairs of strongly-curved, whitish lunules on black abdomen.
Rare, absent in two of six years' recording. llumberstone1
Uppingham1 Enderby, Narborough Bog1 Blaby(V)*, Longcliffe(V)*.
12) s.selenltlca (Meigen, 1822). Similar in appearance to
S.pyrastrl but slightly bigger. Two individuals only have been
recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane, .in 1975. 1lumberstone1 (two
Leicestershire specimens dated 1921 in Museum, locality unknown)*.
GENUS:

Dasgsgrphus Enderlein, 1938,

13) D.albostrlatus (Fall~n, 1817). Medium-sized (winglength
6.25-9.Smm), with pairs of slanting, yellowish-white bars on
black abdomen and conspicuous black stigma in wing. Uncommon but
of regular occurrence. Adults present throughout season.
Humberstone1 Mountsorrel, Uppingham1 Ulverscroft1 Blaby(V)*,
Longcllffe (V) *.
14) D,lunulatus (Meigen, 1822). Medium-sized (winglength
6.5-8.5mml, with pairs of narrow, yellowish lunules on black
abdomen. One individual only has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft
Lane. Jlumberstone1 Blaby(V)*, Longcllffe(V)*.
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15) D.tr1clnctus (Fall~n, 1817). Medium-sized (winglength
7.25-10,25mm), rather dark, with narrow pale bands on alxlomen.
One individual only has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane.
Humberstone1 Bardon llill(V)*, Owston(V)*.
16) D.venustus (Heigen, 1822), Similar in size and appearance
to D,lunulatus, rather dark, with black stigma in wing. One
individual only has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane.
llumberstone, Ingarsby cutting, Bardon Hill(V)*, Blaby(V)*,
Longcliffe(V)*.
GENUS1

I.eucozona Schiner, 1860.

17) L.glauclus (Linnaeus, 1758). Medium-sized (winglength
8-ll.25mm), dark, with pairs of bluish marks almost touching at
midline of abdomen. I have seen no Leicestershire specimens or
recent records. Buddon Wood(V)*.
18) L.laternarlus (HUiler, 1776). Medium-sized (winglength
7-101111n), dark, with conspicuous white band at base alxlomcn,
Only Leicestershire record is undated specimen in Museum collection.
Owston Wood*.
19) L,lucorum (Linnaeus, 1758), Medium-sized (winglength
7,75-lOmm), with conspicuous white band at base abdomen and dark
blotches on wings, melanic individuals are frequent. Uncommon
but of regular occurrence. Adults present in Hay and early June.
llumberstone1 Ingarsby cutting, Hountsorrel1 Enderby, Narborough
Bog, Ulverscroft1 Blaby*, Bradgate Park(V)*, Owston Wood(V)*,
GENUS1
SUB-GENUS:

Helangyna Verrall, 1901.
Helangyna s.s.

20) 11.composltarum (Verrall, 1873). Medium-sized (winglength
5.25-8.Smm), narrow, with pairs of yellow spots on abdomen. I
have seen no Leicestershire specimens or recent records,
Bardon llill(V)*.
21) H.laslophthalma (Zetterstedt, 1843). Similar in appearance
to H.composltarum but slightly bigger. One individual only has
been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane. Humberstone, Newton* (probably
Newton narcourt).
22) H.quadrlmaculata (Verrall, 1873). Similar in appearance to
H.composltarum, but slightly bigger, darker and spots smaller.
I have seen no Leicestershire specimens or recent records.
Bardon Dill(V)*.
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23) H.umbcllatarum (Fabricius, 1794). Similar in size and appearance
to H.composltarum. One individual only has been hand-netted at
66 Scraptoft Lane, no records from Malaise trap. Hwnberstone,
Blaby(V)*, Longcliffe(V)*.
SUB-GENUS:

Hellgramma Frey, 1946.

24) H.clnta (Fall~n, 1817). Meditun-sized (winglength 6.25-8.7Snm),
rather narrow, with yellow- and black-banded abdomen. Rare but of
regular occurrence. Hwnberstone.
GENUS:

Parasyrphus Matsumura, 1917.

25) P.annulatus ·(zetterstedt, 1838). Medium-sized (winglength
5.5-0mm), with yellow- and black-banded abdomen. I llilVe seen no
Leicestershire specimens or recent records. Bardon llill(V)*.
26) P.punctulatus (Verrall, 1873). Small (winglength S.S-7.7Snm),
rather dark, with pairs of yellow lunules on black abdomen. One
individual only has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane.
Hwnberstone1 Bardon Hill(V)*, Blaby(V)*, Longcliffe(V)*, Wistow•.
GENUS:

Xanthogramma Schiner, 1860.

27) x.cltrofasclatum (Degeer, 1776). Mediwn-sized (winglength
6.5-10.25mm), black, with yellow on thorax, pairs of yellow- markings on abdomen, and a yellow mark on wing. Blaby(V)*.

28) X.pedlssequum (Harris, 1776). Similar in size and appearance
to x.cltrofasclatum, but with dark mark on wing. One individual
only has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane. Hwnbcrstone1 Blaby*.
GENUS:

Hellscaeva Frey, 1946.

29) H.aurlcollls (Meigen, 1822). Small (winglength 6-9.Smm),
rather narrow, with pairs of wedge-shaped pale marks on abdomen.
Highly variable in colour and markings. Rare up to 1977, then
conunon. Adults are present from July onwards. llwnberstone,
Mountsorrel, Uppingham, Blaby(V)*, Bradgate*, Longcliffe(V)*.
JO) H.clnctella (Zetterstedt, 1843). Medium-sized (winglength
7-9.7Snm), rather narrow, with yellow- and black-banded abdomen.
Two individuals only have been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane.
llumberstone, Longcliffe(V)*.
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GENUS1

Ep1s9rpl1us Matsumura and Adachi, 1917.

31) E.balteatus (Degeer, 1776). MedilDD-sized (winglcngth
6-10.25mm), with intricate yellow and black banding on ab:Jomen.
Common, formed a large p~rt of the hoverfly •plagues• of 1975
and was by far the commonest species in 1977. Adults are present
from July onwards. Reared from larvae feeding on aphids on
cabbage and rosebay willowherb. Humberstone, Uppingham1 Enderby,
Narborough Bog1 Blaby(Vl*, Saddington(v)•.
GENUS1

Sph.Jeropl10r1a Lepeletier and Serville, 1828.

32) S.menthastrl (Linnaeus, 1758). Small (winglength 4.S-6.251111U),
slender, with yellow markings on thorax and ab:1omen1 overall
impression is of a yellow fly. Females are difficult to separate
from female S.scr1pta. Rare but of regular occurrence. Humberstone1
MountsorrelJ Enderby, Bardon Hill*, Blaby•, Cropston•, Narborough•,
Owston Wood(v)•.
33) s.rueppe1111 (Wiedemann, 1830). Similar in size and appearance
to S.mPnthastrl. Rare, absent in two of six years' recording.
Humber stone.
34) s.scr1pta (Linnaeus, 1758). Females similar in size and
appearance to s.menthastrl1 males have conspicuously long ab:Jomens.
Frequent to common. Adults are present from July onwards. Reared
from larvae feeding on aphids on marguerites (Chr9santhem11m
£ructe5ccns) and asparagus pea: Humberstone, Uppingham1
Enderby, Narborough Bog, B~aby(v)•, Longcliffe(v)•.
TRIBE:

Chrysotoxini.

GENUS:

Chrysotoxum Meigen, 1803.

35) c.arcuatum (Linnaeus, 1758). Large (winglength 8-10.25D1D),
with pairs of curved yellow and orange marks on black ab:Jomen,
long, black antennae. (Leicestershire specimen dated 1931 in
Museum: locality unknown)*.
36) C.b1c1nctum (Linnaeus, 1758). Large (winglcngth 7-10.25mm),
with two curved, yellow bands on black abdomen and dark mark in
wing1 long, black antennae. Rare, absent in three of six years'
recording. Uumberstone, Enderby, Longcliffe(V)•, Somerby(V)*,
Thurcaston(v)•.
37) c.cautum (narris, 1776). Large (winglength 10.25-13mm),
with intricate, divided yellow bands on abdomen, long, black
antennae. Wasp-like in appearance, the largest British Chrysotorum.
Aylestone•, Blaby(V)•, Bradgate Park(V)•.
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38) c.fest1vum (Linnaeus, 1758). Large (winglength 8.25-12111111),
with pairs of curved, yellow bars on black abdomen, long, black
antennae. Rare, absent in two of six years' recording. HU1!1berstone
39) c.verralli Collin, 1940.
Large (wing length 8. 25-10. 5DJn),
abdomen mainly yellow with narrow black bands, long, black
antennae. Rare, absent in three of six years' recording.
llumberstone.
TRIBE:

Bacchini

GE?rus,

Baccha Fabricius, 1805.

40) B.elongata (Fabr!cius, 1775). Medium-sized (winglength
5.25-7.75mm), long and very thin1 quite unlike other hoverflies
in appearance. Unc0111111on to rare. An elusive insect.
Humberstone, Narborough Bog, Ulverscroft1 Blaby(V)*.
41) B.obscurlpennls Meigen, 1822. Similar in size and appearance
to B.elongata, there is some doubt whether this is a separate
species. Rare, absent in 1977. Humberstone, Ingarsby cutting,
Blaby*.
TRIBE:

Melanostomatini

GENUS:

Xanthandrus Verrall, 1901

42) X.comtus (Harris, 1780). Medium-sized (winglength B.7511.5111111), black, with pairs of large orange spots on abdomen.
Mountsorrel1 Blaby*.
GENUS:

ltelanostom Schiner, 1860.

43) M.melllnum (Linnaeus, 1758). Small (winglength 4.75-7111111),
slim and dark, with pairs of yellow marks on abdomen. Co1m1on
1972-761 rare in 1977. Adults present from late July onwards.
llumberstone, Uppingham1 Narborough Bog1 Blaby*, Longcliffe(V)*,
Narborough(V)*.
44) M.scalare (Fabricius, 1794). Similar Jn size and appearance
to M.melllnum. Common 1972-741 uncommon 1975-761 absent in 1977.
Adults present throughout·season. 1Iumberstone1 Ingarsby cutting,
Breedon(V)*, OWston Wood(V)*.

Platychelrus Lepeletier and Serville, 1828.
SUB-GENUS:

Platychelrus s.s.

45) P.alblmanus (Fabricius, 1701). Small (winglength 5-8111111),
dark, with pairs of metallic blue or grey spots on abdomen. Common.
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Adults present throughout season. Humberstone1 Ingarsby Cutting,
Mountsorrel, Uppingham1 Narborough Bog1 Blaby(V)*, Bradgate
Park(V)*, Newton* (probilbly Newton Harcourt), Wistow•.
46) P.angustatus (Zetterstedt, 1843). Small (winglcngth 5-7nm),
slim and dark, with pairs of orange marks on abdomen. Frequent
1972-741 uncommon to rare 1975-77. Adults present throughout season.
Humberstone1 Mountsorrel1 Enderby, Bradgate Park*, Narborough Bog*.
47) P.clypeatus (Heigen, 1822). Small (winglength 5-7.5 mn), dark,
with pairs of yellow marks on abdomen. Common 1972-76, particularly
so in 19751 rare in 1977. Adults present from July onwards.
Uumberstone1 Ingarsby Cutting, Mountsorrel; Uppingham1 Narborough
Bog1 Blaby*, Bradgate Park(V)*, Narborough(V)*.
48) P.fulviventris (Hacqunrt, 1827-28). Similar in size and
appearance to P.clypeatus. Narborough Bog.
49) P.1nrnarg1natus (Zetterstedt, 1849). Similar in size and
appearance to P.clypeatus. Rare 1972-741 absent 1975-77.
Humberstone.

50) P.manicatus (Heigen, 1822). Similar to P.clypeatus but bigger
and thorax duller black, face juts forward. Frequent. Adults
present throughout season. H1DDberstone1 Mountsorrel, Uppingham1
Enderby, Narborough Bog1 Blab-;*, Groby(V)*, OWston Wood(V)*.
51) P.peltatus (Heigen, 1822). Similar in appearance to
P.clypeatus but bigger. •Frequent. Adults present throughout
season. Humberstone1 Broughton Astley, Enderby, Narborough Bog1
Blaby(V)*, Bradgate Park(V)*.
52) P.pod~gratus (Zetterstedt, 1830). Similar in size and
appearance to P.clypeatus. Cropston(V)*.
53) P.scambus (Staeger, 1843). Similar in appearance to
P.clypeatus but slightly bigger. Two individuals only have been
recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane, both in 1973. H1DDberstone1
Blaby(V)*, Bradgate Park(V)*, Breedon(V)*.
54) P.scutatus (Heigen, ·1022). Similar in size and appearance
to P.clypeatus. Common. Adults present throughout season.
Reared from larvae feeding on aphids on cabbage, cherry, rose, and
cabnint (Nepeta)1 one larva parasitizcd by Diplazon totragonus
Thunberg (Ichneumonidae). HU111berstone1 Mountsorrel, Uppingham1
Broughton Astley, Enderby, Narborough Bog1 Blaby*, Bradgate Park(V)*,
Owston tlood(V)*.
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55) P.stlctlcus (Heigen, 1822). Similar in appearance to
P.clypeatus but slightly smaller. (Undated Leicestershire specimen
in Museum, locality unknown)•.
SUB-GENUS:

Pachysphyrla Enderleln, 1930.

56) P.amblguus (Fall~n, 1817). Small (winglength 4.5-7mml,
dark, with pairs of metallic blue or grey spots on abdomen.
Common 1972-751 uncormnon 1976-77. 1\dults present in Hay and June.
llumberstone, Bardon Hill(Vl*, Blaby•.

Pyrophaena Schiner, 1860.
57) P.grand1tarsa (Forster, 1771). Small (winglength 5.25-8.5mml,
slim and dark, with orange at base abdomen. Uncommon, absent in
three of six years' recording. 1Jumberstone1 Narborough Bog1
Blaby(Vl*, Narborough(V)•.
58) P.rosarum (Fabrlclus, 1787). Similar in size and appearance
to P.grandltarsa. One individual only has been recorded at 66
Scraptoft Lane. Humberstone.
TRIBE:

Pararginl

GENUS:

Parargus Latreille, 1804.

59) P.tlblalls (Fall,n, 1817). Very small (winglength J-4.5mm).
Uncommon to rare. Recorded every year in Malaise trap but never
observed in garden. llumberstonc.
SUB-FJ\MILY:

Milesilnae,

TRIBE:

Plpizlnl

GENUS:

Plplza Fall~n, 1810.

60) P.austrlaca Meigen, 1822. Small to medium-sized (winglength
6-8mm), black, with dark blotch on wing. Rare, absent in four of
six years' recording. llumberstone.
61) P.blmaculata Melgen, 1822. Small (winglength 4.5-6.5 mm),
black. There ls some doubt about the validity of this and other
species of Plplza. Two individuals only have been recorded at
66 Scraptoft Lane. llumberstone.
62) P.fenestrata Meigen, 1022. Medium-sized (wlnglength
7-9.25 mm), black, with pair of yellow spots at base ablomen.
One individual only has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane.
llumberstone.
63) P,lugubrls (Fabriclus, 1775). Medium-sized (winglength 6-7.511111)
black and shiny, with dark blotch on wing. I have seen no
Leicesters~lre specimens or recent records, Blahy(V)•.
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64) P.luteltarsls Zetterstedt, 1B43. Similar in size and appearance
to P.fcnestrata. Two individuals only have been recorded at 66
Scraptoft Lane. Humberstone, Ingarsby cutting.
65) P.noctlluca (Linnaeus, 175B). Similar in size and appearance
to P.fencstrata. Unc011DDOn but of regular occurrence in Malaise
trap, never observed in garden. llumberstone, Blaby(V)*.

GENUS1

P1p1zella Rondani, 1B56.

66) P.varlpes (Heigen, 1B22). Small to medium-sized (winglength
3.75-5.25 mm), black. Rare1 absent in two of six years' recording.
llumberstone, (undated Leicestershire specimen in Museum, locality
unknown)*.
67) P.vlrens (Fabricius, 1B05). Similar in appearance to
P.varlpes but slightly bigger. Narborough Bogf Blaby(V)*.

GENUS1

Herlngla Rondani, 1856.

6B) l1.her1ng11 (Zetterstedt, 1B43). Medium-sized (winglength
4.25-6.25mm), dark. Two individuals only have been recorded at
66 Scraptoft Lane. Humberstone.

GENUS:

Neocncmodon Goffe, 1944.

69) N.vltrlpennls (Heigen, 1B22). Small (winglength 4.5-6.25mm),
black. Uncommon 1972-761 absent 1977. Records from Malaise trap,
never observed in garden. llumberstone, Mountsorrel.

GENUS:

Trlglyphus Loew, 1840.

70) T.pr1mus Loew, 1840. Small (winglength 4.25-5mm)., dark.
Mountsorrel (Jefferies 1976).

TRIBE1

Cheilosini.

GENUS:

Chellosla Heigen, 1B22.

71) C.albltarsls Meigen, 1B22. Medium-sized (winglength 7-9.5rmn),
black and shiny, with rather globular abdomen.
Humberstone, Enderby, Blaby(Vl*, Bradgate*, Bradgate Park(Vl*,
Narborough*, Owston Wood(V)*.
72) c.antlqua Heigen, 1822. Similar in size and appearance to
c.albltarsis. Enderby, Blaby(V)*.
73) C.bergenstamml Becker,· 1B94. Medium-sized (winglength 7.259.25mm), black and shiny. Uncommon, absent in three of six years'
recording. Records from Malaise trap, never observed in garden.
Humberstone.
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74) C.fraterna Meigen, 1830. MedilDD-sized (winglength
6.S-10.25mm), black and shiny, with rather globular abdomen.
Draunstone*.
75) C.grossa (Fall,n, 1817). Large (winglength 8.S-ll.7Smm),
dark and rather hairy. I have seen no Leicestershire specimens
or recent records. Blaby(V)*.
76) c.lllustrata (Harris, 1780). Medium-sized (winglength
8.S-10.25mm), robust and dark, band of pale hairs on thorax and
another on abdomen, orange hairs at end of abdomen, dark mark
on wing. Ingarsby Cutting, Narborough Bog1 Owston Wood(V)*.
77) C.nasutula Decker, 1894. MedilDD-sized (winglength S.2S-7.7Smm),
black and shiny, with rather globular abdomen. One individual
only has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane. llumberstone.
78) C.paganus (Mcigen, 1822). Medium-sized (winglength 4.758.Smm), black and shiny. Rare, absent in two of six years'
recording. Records from Malaise trap, never observed in garden.
1lumberstone1 Broughton Astley, Blaby(V)*, Longcliffe(V)*.
79) C.proxlma (Zetterstedt, 1843). Medium-sized (winglength
6.25-8.Smm), black and shiny. Listed in Victoria County History
as C.decldua Egg.1 possibly C.proxlma Zett. (see Verrall
(1901) British Flies 8,671). llumberstone, Blaby(V)*, Broughton
Astley(V)*.
80) c.soror (Zetterstedt, 1843). Medium-sized (winglength
7.S-9mm), dark and shiny. Narborough*.
81) C.varlabllls (Panzer, 1798(. Medium-sized (winglength
7.75-10.25mm), dark and shiny, long-bodied. I have seen no
Leicestershire specimens or recent records.
Blaby(V)*, Bradgate Park(V)*, Burbage Wood(V)*.
82) c.vernalls (Fall~n, 1817). Small (winglength 4.S-6.7Smm),
black and shiny. I have seen no Leicestershire specimens or recent
records. Dlaby(V)*, Groby(V)*, Saddington(V)*.
83) c.vulplna (Heigen, 1822). Medium-sized (winglength 7-lOmml,
dark and shiny, long-bodied. Listed in Victoria County History
as C.plgra Lw1 possibly c.vulplna Meigen (see Verrall (1901)
British Flies 8,229). I have seen no Leicestershire specimens or
recent records. Owston Wood(V)*.
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GE?IUS1

Rh1ng1a Scopoli, 1763.

84) n.campestrls Meigen, 1822. Medium-sized (winglength 6-9.5mm),
with globular, yellow abdomen and conspicuous •snout•. Uncommon
1972-751 absent 1976-77. llumberstone, Ingarsby Cutting,
MountsorrclJ Narborough, Narborough Bog.
85) R.rostrata (Linnaeus, 1758). Similar in size and appearance
to R.campcstrls. I have seen no Leicestershire specimens or recent
records. Dlaby(V)*, Bradgate Park(V)*, owston(V)*.
GENUS1

Ferdinandea Rondani, 1844.

86) F.cuprea (Scopoli, 1763). Medium-sized (winglength 7.25ll.25mm), dark, with metallic, coppery sheen, legs yellow. Ono
individual only has been recorded at 66 Scraptof.t Lane. Humberstone.
87) F.ru£1cornis (Fabricius, 1775). Similar in size and appearance
to F.cuprea. One individual only has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft
Lane. Humberstone.
TRIBE:

Chrysogasterlni

GENUS:

Chrysogaster Meigen, 1803,

88) c.chalybeata Heigen, 1822. Small (winglength S.25-6.5mm),
dark. Groby Pool(V)*, Longcliffe*.
89) c.h1rtella Loew, 1843. Similar in size and appearance to
c.chalybeata. Blaby(Vl*, Bradgate*, Great Glen(V)*, Somerby(V)*.
90) C.macquartl Loew, 1843. Similar in size and appearance to
c.chalybeata. Blaby(V)*J (Leicestershire specimen dated 1933 in
Museum, locality unknown)*.
91) C.solstltlalls (Fall~n, 1817). Similar in appearance to
c.chalybeata but slightly bigger and wings clouded.
Bradgate*, Breedon(V)*, Groby Pool(V)*, Longcliffe*, Woodhouse(V)*.
GENUS:

Lejogaster Rondani, 1857.

92) L.metalllna (Fabricius, 1777).
Small (winglength 4.75-6.5111n),
dark green with metallic iridescence. Rare but of regular
occurrence, absent 1977. Records from Malaise trap, never observed
in garden. llumberstoneJ MountsorrelJ Slaby*.
93) L.splendida (Heigen, 1B22). Similar in size and appearance lo
L.metalllna but with yellow iridescence. (Two Leicestershire
specimens dated 1931 in Museum, locality unknown)*.
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GENUS:

Orthoneura Hacquart, 1829.

94) o.splendens (Meigen, 1822). Medium-sized (winglength
5.5-7mm), black and shiny.
I have seen no Leicestershire specimens or recent records. Blaby(V)*, Scraptoft(V)*, Woodhouse(V)*.
GENUS:

Brachyopa Meigen, 1822.

95) B.scutellarls Robineau-Desvoidy, 1844. Medium-sized
(winglength 6.5-7.75mm), flat and orange. (Undated Leicestershire specimen in Museum labelled •canal", this pr6bably refers
to the Grand Union Canal in the vicinity of Wistow /Newton
Harcourt).
GENUS:

Spheglna Meigen, 1822.

96) s.clunlpes (Fall,n, 1816). Small (winglength 4.75-7mm),
dark, slim and "waisted". Blaby*.
GENUS:

Neoascla Williston, 1886.

97) N.aenea (Heigen, 1822). Small (winglength 4-5.5mm), dark,
slim and "waisted". Blaby*, Stoughton*.
98) N.dlspar (Meigen, 1822). Similar in appearance to N.aenea
but smaller. I have seen no Leicestershire specimens or recent
records. Blaby(V)*.
99) N.podagrlca (Fabricius, 1775). Similar to N.aenea but
slightly smaller and with yellow bands on abdomen. Uncommon
but of regular occurrence,absent 1977. Records from Malaise trap,
never observed in garden. 1Jumberstone1 Ingarsby cutting, Narborough
Bog, Bardon llill(V)*, Blaby*, Braunstone*.
TRIBE:

Eumerini

Eumerus Heigen, 1822.
100) E.strlgatus (Fall~n, 1817). Small (winglength 4-6.25mm),
broad and black, with pairs of faint, white bars on abdomen.
Frequent to conunon. Adults present from June onwards. Records
from Malaise trap, rarely observed in garden.
llumberstone1 Hountsorrel, Uppingham1 Enderby, Narborough Bog1
Bradgate*.
101) E.tuberculatus Rondani, 1857. Similar in size and appearance
to E.strigatus, it is difficult to separate the two species •.
Rare to common, of regular occurrence. Adults present from June
onwards. Records from Malaise trap, rarely observed in garden.
llumberstone1 Hountsorrel1 Enderby, Narborough Bog.
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TRIBEr

Volucellini

GENUS:

Volucella G~ffroy, 1762.

102) V.bombylans (Linnaeus, 1758). Large (winglength 8-14mm),
hairy, occurs in a number of colour forms closely resembling
different species of bumblebee. Rare, but of regular occurrence,
absent 1972. • Humberstone, Narborough Bog1 Bardon Hill (V) *,
Blaby*, llolwell Mouth*, OWston Wood(V)*, Thurmaston*.
103) V.1nflata (Fabricius, 1794). Large (winglength ll-12.75mm),
fat-bodied, with conspicuous pale band at base abdomen and dark
mark in wing. (Undated Leicestershire specimen in Museum,
locality unknown)*.
104) V.pellucens (Linnaeus, 1758). Similar in appearance to
V,inflata but bigger. Rare, absent in two of six years' recording.
Humberstone1 Enderby, N.irborough Bog, Ulverscroft1 Bardon(V)*,
Blaby(V)*, Breedon(Vl*, Glenfield Frith*, Longcliffe*, Owston(V)*.

TRIBE:

Serlcomyini.

GENUS:

Ser1comy1a Meigen, 1803,

105) s.s1lent1s (Harris, 1776). Large (winglength 9,5-14mm), fatbodied, with pairs of slanting yellow bars on abdomen.
Blaby(V)*, Narborough*, Owston Wood*.
TRIBE:

Xylotini

GENUS1

Xglota Meigen, 1822,

106) X,segn1s (Linnaeus, 1758), Large (winglcngth 7-9.5mm),
long and slim, with red or yellow abdomen tipped with black,
individuals only have been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane.
llumberstonc1 Narborough Bog1 Bardon Wood(V)*, Somerby(V)*,
Swithland(V)*,

TWo

107) X,sglvarum (Linnaeus, 1758), Large (winglengt~ 9-12mm),
long, slim and black, with glistening golden end to abdomen,
Narborough Bog, OWston WOod(V)*,
GENUSr

Sgritta Lepeletier and Serville, 1828,

108) S,plplens (Linnaeus, 1758). Small (winglength 4.25-7mm),
slim, yellow and brown, with conspicuously-enlarged hindlegs,
Canmon. Adults present throughout season. Humberstone, Ingarsby,
Mountsorrel, Uppingham, Enderby, Narborough Bog, Ulverscroft,
Bardon*, -Blaby*, Bradgate*, OWston Wood(V)*, Saddington(Vl*,
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GEtruS:

Tropldla Heigen, 1822.

109) T.sclta (Harris, 1780). HediUD1-si?.ed (winglength 5.5-8.25mml,
black, with yellow marks on sides abdanen. One individual only
has been recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane. 1Jumberstone1 Narborough Bog.
GEtruS:

crlorhlna Heigen, 1822.

110) C.berberlna (Fabricius, 1805). Large (winglength 8-12mml,
hairy and rotund1 black and yellow. One individual only has been
recorded at 66 Scraptoft Lane. Hwnberstone, Owston Wood(V)*.
111) C.floccosa (Heigen, 1822). Large (winglength 10-lJmm),
hairy, with pale thorax. One individual only has been recorded at
66 Scraptoft Lane. Hwnberstone.
112) c.ranu~cull (Panzer, 1804). Large (winglength ll.25-14mml,
hairy, like dark bumblebee. I have seen no Leicestershire specimens
or recent records. Swithland(V)*.
TRIBE:

Herodontini

GENUS:

Herodon Heigen, 1803.

113) H.equestrls (Fabricius, 1794). Medium-sized (winglength
8.5-10.25mml, hairy, occurs in many colour forms most of which
resemble different species of bumblebee. Frequent. Mults present
in June and early July. llumberstone, Hountsorrel, Narborough Bog,
Owston Wood(V)*.
TRIBE:

Eristalini

GENUS:

llelophllus Meigen, 1822.

114) 11.hybrldus Loew, 1846. Large (winglength 0.5-ll.25mm),
black, with yellow stripes on thorax and yellow wedges and bands
on abdomen. Rare, absent in two of six years' recording.
numberstone, Blaby(V)*, Broughton.Astfey(V)*, John o'Gaunt*.
115) H.parallelus (Harris, 1776). Similar in appearance to
n.hybrldus but bigger. One individual only has been recorded at
66 Scraptoft Lane. llumberstone1 Anstey Lane(Vl*, Blaby(V)*,
Thurmaston•.
116) U.pendulus (Linnaeus, 1758). Similar in appearance to
U.hybrldus but slightly smaller. Uncommon to common. Adults
present from July onwards. llumberstone, Ingarsby Cutting,
Uppingham, Broughton Astley, Enderby, Narhorough BogJ Blaby*,
Bradgate Park(V)*, Narborough*.
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GENUS:

~naslmyla Schiner, 1864.

117) A.llneata (Fabricius, 1787). Medium-sized (winglength
6.25-8.25mm), dark, with pairs of yellow marks on abdomen. I
have seen no Leicestershire specimens or recent records.·
Arnesby(V)*.
GENUS1

Parhelophllus Girschner, 1897.

118) P.verslcolor (Fabricius, 1794). Medium-sized (wingfength
7-9mm), with intricate yellow and orange markings on abdomen.
?1arborough Bog*.
GENUS:

Erlstalls Latreille, 1804.

SUB-GENUS: Eoscrlstalls Kanervo, 1938.
119) E.abuslvus Collin, 1931. Medium-sized (winglength 8-9.5mm),
rather broad, brown, with restricted yellow markings at base
abdomen. Two individuals only have been recorded at 66 Scraptoft
Lane. Humberstone.
120) E.arbustorum (Linnaeus, 1758). Similar in size and appearance
to E.abuslvus but blacker. Frequency varies, common in some
years, especially 1973. Adults present from July onwards.
Humberstonc1 Enderby, Narborough Bog1 Anstey Lanc(V)*, Blaby(V)*,
Owston Wood (V) *.
121) E.hortlcola (Degeer, 1776). Similar in appearance to
E.abuslvus but slightly bigger and yellow triangles on abdomen more
conspicuous. Rare, absent in four of six years' recording.
Humberstone1 ?larborough Bog1 Budden Wood (V) *, Longcliffe*.
122) E.lntrlcarlus (Linnaeus, 1758). Large (winglength 8.25-12mm),
hairy, colour variable. Rare but of regular occurrence.
Humberstone, Ingarsby cutting, Narborough Bog, Ulverscroft1
Aylestone*,Blaby(V)*, cropston*, Narborough(V)*.
123) E.nemorum (Linnaeus, 1758). Similar in size and appearance
to E.abuslvus. Rare, absent in three of six years' recording.
Humberstone, Ingarsby Cutting, Narborough Bog.
124) E.pertlnax (Scopoli, 1763). Similar in appearance to
E.abuslvus but much bigger. Uncommon but of regular occurrence.
Humberstone1 Ingarsby cutting, Uppingham1 Enderby, Harborough Bog,
Ulverscroft1 Blaby*, Longcliffe*, Market Bosworth(V)*, Owston
Wood(V)*.
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SUB-GENUS:

Er1stal1s s.s.

125) E.tenax (Linnaeus, 1758). Similar in size and appearance
to E.pert1nax1 closely resembles honcyl:>Pe and known as drone-fly.
Frequent to common. Fresh adults present from August onwards,
occurs later in year than any other hoverfly and often hibernates.
Victoria County History gives the distribution as general.
Humberstone1 Enderby, Narborough nag, Ulverscroft.
GENUS:

Er1stal1nus Rondani, 1845.

126) E.sepulchral1s (Linnaeus, 1758).
Medium-sized (winglength
6:5-8mm), black, with faint white stripes on thorax. Rare,
absent in four of six years' recording.
Humberstone1 Anstey Lane(V)*, Blaby(V)*.
GENUS:

Hyathropa Rondani, 1845.

127) H.florea (Linnaeus, 1758). Large (winglength 7-12mm), with
yellow wedges and bands on abdomen, and patches of yellow hairs
on thorax, general effect rather yellow. Rare but of regular
occurrence. All garden records from hand-netting, none from
Malaise trap. llumberstone1 Ingarsby Cutting, Mountsorrel,
Uppingham, Enderby, Narborough Bog1 Anstey Lane(V)*, Blaby*,
owston(V)*.
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The Bennett Lectures in honour of F. W. Bennett (1862
1930) a founder and benefactor of the University of
Leicester.
Preface by
B. F. WINDLEY
The Apollo programme led to a quantum jump in our understanding of the chemical composition und evolution of the Moon,
and more recently probes to Mars, ~lercury, Ju11iter and Venus
have greatly furthered our knowledge of those planets. This
increased understanding of our solar system, recently reviewed
by Professor Smith in his classic paper "Mineralogy of the Planets:
a voyage in Space and Time", has given birth to a greater appreciation of our own planet, and thus this Bennett Lecture by Professor
Smith puts the Earth and its evolution in its planetary perspective.
Professor Smith, a Cambridge-trained physicist, is now Louis
Block Professor in the Department of Geophysical Sciences of the
University of Chicago. lie took a leading role in the investigation of the mineral chemistry of lunar rocks earlier this decade,
has written a renowned book on the Feldspar group of minerals, is
a leading authority on zeolltes, the microprobe and ion-pl:obe,
and in recent years has been studying l\rchacan anorthosites
and granulites and the mineralogy of the Earth's mantle via
kimberJite nodules. This wide background enables him to take on
the considerable challenge for this Bennett Lecture, in which he
follows through a theoretical sequence of condensation of a
planetary body, and then presents a new model for the heterogeneous accretion of the Earth.
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TOWARDS THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE EARTli!•
BY
JOSEPH
1.

V.

SMITHt

INTRODUCTION

What is the chemical composition of the Earth? This
is an easy question to ask but a hard one to answer. A
mineralogist can be content with the study of the accessible
minerals and indeed can make a reputation by imaginative research on just a few out of the several thousands.
A petrologist can become immersed in the marvellous
details of a single igneous or metamorphic complex.
An oil geologist must be concerned primarily with those
features responsible for the development of oil-bearing
reservoirs. And so on for all the sub-disciplines of
geology. No doubt most students at the University of
Leicester will spend most of your lives concentrating
on some particular aspect of geology, and indeed you
should do so since the material prosperity of the human
race will depend on your efforts along with those of
students in agriculture, engineering, etc. But spare a
·little while to ponder a simple and fundamental question,
not just because your mentors will use it in your final
examination, but because a major aim of education is to
enquire as far as possible into the origin and development of the universe, especially of the ideas developed
by human beings. In the hurly-burly of undergraduate
teaching, it is difficult to see the shape of a tree as
you struggle up the branches. Let us look at the whole
shape of one tree in the grove of knowledge and see how
it relates to the branches, twigs and leaves. or,
specifically, let us see how the bulk composition of the
Earth can be approached by combining experimental
observations and plausible ideas drawn from many disciplines ranging· from cosmochemistry and cosmophysics to

*
t

Delivered as the Bennett Lecture in the University of
Leicester on November 13, ~978.
Louis Block Professor of Physical Sciences, University
of Chicago.
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crystal chemistry and crystal physics.
This lecture is based on two of my own papers:
•Possible controls on the bulk composition of the earth:
Implications for the origin of the earth and moon", (1977),
and "Mineralogy of the planets: A voyage in space and
time", (1979). Abstracts in "Lunar and Planetary Science
X", Lunar and Planetary Science Institute, Houston,
cover the proceedings of the March 1979 conference at
which most of the latest ideas were discussed. Readers
should be warned that many experimental observations are
incomplete, and that· many ideas are subject to intense
disagreement. But that is why geology is one of the most
dynamic of the sciences, and why it is attracting so
many brilliant scholars. Finally it is necessary for me
to plead that I do not understand fully all'the subjects
used in this lecture. Psychologically this is distressing but perhaps you may feel sympathetic after seeing
how much material is relevant to the chemical composition
of the Earth.
The book by J. A. Wood (1979) entitled "The Solar
System" provides an excellent background to this lecture.
2.

COSMOCHEMICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The solar system is believed to be the product of a
gas cloud which began to collapse about 4.6 x 109 yr ago.
The early events are shrouded in mystery and most of
the evidence is forever lost. Astronomers can observe
the birth, development and death of stars. Dust clouds
can be seen, but planetary systems inferred by theoretical
astronomers arc below the level of detection. Nevertheless the astronomical observations, summarized by
Hartmann (1972), provide clues to the proposed processes
in which the hypothetical gas cloud condensed into the
Sun and planets.
·
All the inner planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars) have undergone so much melting that their surfaces
must differ greatly from their interiors. Fortunately the
mineralogy, petrology and chemistry of meteorites yield
clues to the early products of condensation of the
presumed gas cloud, though the evidence is greatly obscured
by complex post-condensation processes. Some meteorites
must be fragments of colliding asteroids which form a
belt between Mars and Jupiter. Some fragments in gravitational resonance with Jupiter are ultimately despatched
into Mars-crossing orbits, and some are further perturbed
into Earth-crossing orbits. The tails of comets must
release some debris which ultimately lands on Earth, and
the burnt-out cores of comets may turn into Earth-crossing
Apollo asteroids which cause huge impacts on Earth, and
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provide a second source of meteorites, as advocated by
G. w. Wetherill. There is an intense ongoing controversy about assignment of particular meteorite classes
to asteroids or to comets. Because comets probably
began their history by condensing in the solar system
before being sling-shotted into eccentric orbits, it
is difficult to invent definitive criteria for distinguishing between comets and asteroids as parents of
meteorites. Most meteorites demonstrate undoubted
evidence of high-temperature processes involving melting
or metamorphism or both. Many meteorites are accidental
aggregates of diverse components (i.e. polymict breccias).
A few meteorites, relatively rich in carbon, have the
highest content of volatile elements: thus H2 o occurs
in hydroxyl-bearing layer silicates of several types,
Co2 occurs in carbonate minerals, and so 3 in hydrated
sulphates. Although these meteorites, denoted type Cl,
must have developed as breccias in the water-rich debris
at the surface of some body of substantial size (i.e.
a planetesimal), their bulk chemical compositions are
believed to give the best clue from meteorites to the
bulk composition of the original solar nebula. This
is plausible if they once consisted of a random mixture
of dust which inherited on average all the chemical
elements which condense at a higher temperature from
the solar nebula than the noble gases and hydrogen (and
a few other very volatile species).
Fortunately the Cl composition matches quite
closely for most elements with the chemical composition
of the photosphere of the Sun. The latter composition
is deduced from spectroscopic study of absorption lines
in the solar spectrum coupled with detailed quantummechanical calculations of atomic spectra. The Sun is
dominated by II and He, which are much less abundant in
the Cl meteorites than in the Sun. Most other elements
have relative concentrations which match closely between·
Cl meteorites and the Sun, and it is presumed that (i)
the Sun has essentially the same composition as the
original nebula, and (ii) that chemical analyses of the
•Cl meteorites give the best estimate of the concentration
of all elements in the nebula except the ones which are
highly gaseous. Solar and Cl compositions were compiled by Smith (1977), and Table 1 lists my latest
estimate of Cl composition modified slightly on the
.basis of current chemical analyses. Just a few elements
(O, Fe, Si, Mg, s, c, H, ea, Ni, Al, Na, er, N, Mn)
account for 991 of the mass of Cl meteorites.
JS

Table l. Bulk composition of Cl meteorite.
Element wt.%
H
Lf

Be
B

C
ff

0
F
Na
Mg
Al
Sf
p

s
Cl
K

Ca
Sc
Tf
V

Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Nf

Cu

2.23
l.6ppm
35ppb?
2ppm*
3.1
0.26
46.0
300ppm?
0.51
9.56
0.85
10.5
0.11
5.90
0.05?
540ppm
1.06
5. lppm
430ppm
49ppm
0.24
0.19
18.4
500ppm
1.00
130ppm

Element wt.%
300ppm
12ppm
3lppm
l.Bppm
19ppm
1.8ppm?
1.9ppm
8.6ppm
V 1.6ppm
Zr 3. lppm
Nb 1
Mo 1.4ppm
Ru 690ppb
Rh 1
Pd 490ppb
Ag 180ppb
Cd 640ppb
In 80ppb
Sn 1.6ppm
Sb 140ppb
Te 3ppm
I 500ppb
Cs 190ppb
Ba 2.2ppm*
La 190ppb
Ce 630ppb
Zn
Ga
Ge
As
Se
Br
Rb
Sr

Element wt.%
420ppb
130ppb
52ppb
240ppb
Dy 220ppb
Er 140ppb
Lu 23ppb
Hf ll0ppb
Ta 17ppb?
w 140ppb?
Re 35ppb
Os 0.5ppm
lr 510ppb
Pt 0.9ppm
Au 150ppb
Hg l9ppm?
T1 140ppb
Pb Jppm
Bf ll0ppb
Th 40ppb
u 9. lppb
ppm=l0-6
ppb..10-9
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd

*slightly changed from Smith (1977).
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Fig. 1. Theoretical condensation of the elements from
a gas of "solar composition" at,10 Pascal
(Ganapathy and Anders, 1974). Details are
given in Grossman and Larimer (1974). This
solar composition has a C/0 atomic ratio of
0.6, and is relatively oxidized.

The next step is to look at the theory of equilibrium
condensation of a hypothetical solar nebula using tabulated thermochemical data to evaluate the chemical equations,
as summarized by Grossman and Larimer (1974). The gas
is dominated by II and He, as is the solar photosphere,
and the pressure is assumed to be 10-4atm (10 Pascal).
As cooling proceeds, a solid should condense as its vapour
pressure is exceeded. Some solids should change composition or even disappear as the temperature falls.
Fig. 1 summarizes the main features. The refractory
metals, typified by Os, w, Zr and Re, condense near
1800K (1527°C) and the noble metals near 1700K. The
rare earths, u, and Th also condense near 1700K along
with some Al in corundum (Al20 3 ). Perovskite (CaTi03),
gehlenite (Ca2Al2Si07) anC, spinel (MgAl204) follow in
the next 2000. 'l'he details are very complex, but under
equilibrium all the elements marked by hexagons in Fig. 2
would have condensed completely when the temperature had
reached 1500K, either in separate compounds or as minor
or trace elements in solid solution in the principal
minerals. The simplest assumption in modeling a planetary
composition is that those element~ which should condense
in the same temperature range should enter a planet in
the same proportion as in Cl composition (Ganapathy and
Anders, 1974). The elements marked with a hexagon in
Fig. 2 were denoted the early condensate.
Continuing the theoretical sequence of condensation
(Fig. 1), Fe,Ni-rich alloy and magnesium silicates should
condense near 1300K to give the metal and sillcate fractions.
The metal fraction contains Fe, Ni, Co, Au, er, P and As
(triangles, Fig. 2) and the silicate fraction contains
only Mg and Si (circles). All elements remaining in the
gas are described as volatlle elements. Further condensation
should remove the alkali elements into feldspar, followed
by the volatile metals, typified by Cu, Ag and Zn, and the
halogens. Near 700K, part of the Fe,Ni-rich alloy should
react with gaseous s to give FcS (troilite), and near SOOK
a further part should become oxidized to give FeO which
should enter the Mg-silicate thereby converting some
pyroxene into olivine. Very volatile metals (e.g. Pb,
Bi, Tl) should condense near 400K, and at lower temperatures the Mg-silicates should be converted into layer
silicates. Further oxidation should occur, carbonates
should form, and ultimately at very low temperature ices
of water, methane, etc. should condense.
With this theoretical background, Lewis (1972) and
Grossman (1972) attempted to explain the chemistry of
the planets by assuming that the chemical composition
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Fig. 2. Classification of elements by Ganapathy and
Anders (1974) into early condensate (hexagon),
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the Periodic Table. The ordinate is the
abundance on Earth divided by the cosmic
abundance (approx. Cl composition for all
elements listed except for H), using a
logarithmic scale.
of the solar nebula was spatially uniform, that the
temperature and pressure fell off steadily away from
the Sun, that equilibrium condensation occurred as the
entire nebula cooled, that an intense solar wind swept
away remaining gas before condensation was complete, and
that planets accreted material only from the adjacent
radial zone. In this "on~on-layer" scheme, Mercury,
the dense planet (5.4g/cm) nearest the Sun, would inherit
only the early condensate, metal and silicate, whereas
the Earth would inherit all elements which condensed
above 630K (i.e. down to the conversion of some iron to
FeS). There are serious problems with this type of model,
but its simplicity was so appealing that it was almost a
dogma for several years? Related to this scheme is the
inhomogeneous accretion model of Turekian and Clark (1969)
in which condensed material is supposed to be incorporated
immediately into a planet. Specifically for the Earth
(Clark et al., 1972), the early condensate would form a
39
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core to be surrounded successiveiy by the silicate and
metal components, and so on, as the volatile elements
condensed sequentially. There are unsurmountable mechanical difficulties with the model, including the problem
of how to react the iron metal with the oxygen and
sulphur in the nebula when the iron is already incorporated into a planet. Nevertheless these early models
played a valuable role in stimulation of further
thinking. An infant must gurgle and stumble before it
talks and walks.
Following Urey (1952) and many recent scientists
(e.g. Safronov, 1972), I shall assume that the condensates from the solar nebula underwent many complex
processes (Fig. 3) before being incorporated into planets.
Refractory elements should be retained more easily than
volatile elements during the accretion of planets from
gas. The simplest assumptions for mathematical modeling
of planetary compositions are based on progressive
equilibrium condensation of gas into dust, coupled with
some heating event which produced rounded bodies (chondrules)
and caused loss of some volatiles (Ganapathy and Anders,
1974). However these assumptions cannot be correct in
detail because of the comp1ex mineralogy and petrology
of chondritic meteorites. Some chondrules definitely
have mineralogical textures resulting from rapid crystallization from a spherical drop of liquid, but other rounded
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bodies of a similar size have different textures suggesting abrasion of crystalline rocks. Most chondritic
meteorites have been metamorphosed, and the rare unrnetamorphosed ones consist of a mish-mash of chondrules
and matrix which are grossly out of chemical equilibrium.
The origin of chondritic meteorites is highly controversial and I suspect that many mechanisms are involved.
At one extreme arc scientists who want to relate
chondrulcs to dust grains condensing out of the nebula
and at the other are scientists who want to consider
the consequences of colliding plantesirnals. Specifically
of interest is the possibility that volatile elements
are lost as planetesimals collide and produce vapour
clouds which could be swept away by the solar wind.
The debris would be sorted aerodynamically and accrete
into a new planetesimal. Whatever the details of the
accretion mechanism, it is certain that the inner planets
incorporated lesser fractions of the volatile than of
the refractory elements. Fortunately the bulk chemical
compositions of most chondritic meteorites can be
matched approximately with the compositions expected for
progressive equilibrium condensation (many papers by
E. Anders and co-workers) and it appears.that planetary
compositions can be modeled fairly well by assuming
that each planet has a different proportion of the early
condensate, silicate, metal and volatile fractions, and
that all elements of one part1cular £ract1on were accreted w1th the
same ef£1c1ency. This assumption is probably rather good

for the refractory elements, but may be poor for the volatile
elements. Thus Ganapathy and Anders (1974) produced a
model for the Earth in which the elements lie on "steps"
(Fig. 2) with the volatile elements increasingly depleted
according to their volatility. Special consideration for
several volatile elements produced small deviations from
constant levels of the steps.
Like all geological models, there are complications.
First, the isotopic ratios in meteorites (especially of
oxygen) are not constant (Clayton, 1978) and it is assumed
that the solar nebular was isotopically inhomogeneous, perhaps because of incorporation of debris from a supernova
which may have been responsible for collapse of the solar
nebula. So was the solar nebula seriously inhomogeneous
in the bulk chemical elements? Second, the preceding
cosmochcmical development has ignored the existence of
the meteorites which are chemically reduced instead of
being oxidized as predicted in the condensation scheme in
Fig. 1. The enstatite chondrites and achondrites contain
exotic minerals such as oldhamite (CaS), sinoite (Si 2 N20)
and osbornite (TiN). Furthermore, Si is dissolved in
Fe-rich metal, and Ti in troilite (FeS). such minerals
could condense from a solar nebula with the atomic ratio
of C/0 near unity, rather than the 0.6 deduced from the
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solar spectrum. The latter value corresponds to an oxidized
nebula and was used to explain the mineralogy of the ordinary chondrites and the carbonaceous meteorites. Thus
for C/0 >l, Sic, cas, TiN and Fe 3c should condense near
· lSOOK, Fe,Ni-rich metal near 1400K, Ca,Al,Ti-oxides near
1200-llOOK, and Mg-silicates near 1100-lOOOK (Larimer,
1975). The original place of origin of the reduced
meteorites is unknown, but the possibility is now being
explored that the oxidation state of the solar nebula
varied with distance from the Sun, such that reduced
condensates formed near to the Sun, perhaps in the
mercury-Earth region, whereas oxidized ones formed at
greater distance from the Sun. Third, several scientists
have argued that the equilibrium condensation model is ·
not followed anyway and that various processes result in
disequilibrium (e.g. sequestration of early condensate
into clods or planetesimals where it is protected from
reaction with remaining gas1 lack of equilibrium between
gas and mineral grains).
Cosmophysicists have developed models in which the
near-circular orbits of small planetesimals become
perturbed with increasing time. A planet begins to grow
when one planetesimal by sheer chance grows faster than
its neighbours and then begins to capture them from
greater and greater distances. Some of the neighbours
are captured by direct collision, but some just miss being
captured, and are "sling-shotted" into non-circular orbits.
Some other planetesimals disintegrate into debris as a
result of a near-miss with a growing planet. In each
"feeding-zone" of a planet, one lucky planetesimal ultimately eats up all the other material. In the zones
next to the Sun and Jupiter, the planetesimals are accelerated
to high speed as they pass repeatedly by the Sun or Jupiter,
and accretion into a planet becomes difficult. Mars grows
slowly because of the high speed of planetesimals accelerated by Jupiter, and the asteroids remain as separate bodies
instead of accreting into a single planet. Particularly
important for the bulk composition of the Earth is the
likelihood that Jupiter and the other giant planets
deflected a lot of planetesimals into the inner solar
system. When such material hits a small planet (Moon,
Mercury, Mars) at high speed, much of the debris is lost
because of the weak gravitational force, but material hitting
the larger planets (Earth, Venus) is completely captured.
A final factor of potential importance for the bulk
composition of the Earth is the strong evidence for high
temperatures of many meteorites. Many meteorites (e.g.
eucrites) are the product of crystal-liquid fractionation requiring melt temperatures at least as high as
1400K, whereas many meteorites have undergone intense
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Fig. 4. A new model for heterogeneous accretion of
the Earth. Three stages are depicted. (a)
Early stage of accretion from hot differentiated planetesimals. In the pie-shaped
slice of the Earth, a liquid core rich in
Fe, Ni and sis surrounded by a mantle of
reduced silicate through which Fe,S-rich
bodies are sinking. Most or preferably all
U and K goes into •basaltic" liquid which is
participating in intense volcanic activity.
The Moon may result from impact-induced
fission or accretion of debris from planetesimals which disintegrated in orbit.
(b)
Later stage in which the mantle is hardening
with formation of high-pressure minerals in
the lower mantle. Incoming material is tending to come from the Mars side rather than
the Venus side of the Earth, and is more
oxidized than the earlier material.
(c)
Present stage in which part of the core has
crystallized. The mantle has a complex highpressure mineralogy. An oxidation wave may
be moving inwards. Chemical evidence of the
heterogeneous accretion (diagrams at right)
will have been removed if the mantle has
equilibrated thoroughly. From Smith (1979).
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Now

metamorphism, some up to near-igneous conditions.
Furthermore, the surface morphology of Mercury and Mars
indicates that melting took place shortly after accretion or perhaps even during accretion. Assuming plausible contents of radioactive elements, such melting
almost certainly requires that the accreting material was
very hot, probably close to melting temperature.
Probably the condensates from the solar nebula were
heated by short-lived radioactive species such as 26Al.
Putting all these factors together brought me to a new
model for heterogeneous accretion of the Earth. This model
is important for discussing the present location of elements in the Earth, ani what is the meaning of geochemical and geophysical observations. After description
of this model,I shall consider how we can approach the
bulk composition of the Earth.
3. NEW MODEL FOR HETEROGENEOUS ACCRETION OF THE EARTH.
Fig. 4 shows some features of the new model which are
important for discussion of the chemical composition.
-At an early stage (a), the Earth is supposed to grow
from nearby planetesimals that are chemJcally reduced.
The planetesimals are hot (perhaps from heating by radioactive elements with a short half-life, e.g. 26Al), and
may have differentiated into an iron-rich core and a
silicate mantle. The growing Earth melts promptly in
spite of the low collision energy into (1) a core rich
in Fe, Ni, Sand the metal-loving and sulphur-loving
elements, (ii) a mantle rich in MgSiO 3 , and (iii) a
volcanic surface of "basaltic" composition. The silicate
ls reduced and contains little Fe. If the conditions are
highly reducing, some U and K might fractionate into
the S-rich core, but I propose that most or even all of
the radioactive species enters the basaltic component.
Melting can occur at modest temperatures when Sis present
because the Fe-FeS eutectic temperature is only about 125OK.
It is not possible to obtain early melting of Mercury
and Mars unless the accreting material is at a temperature
of 1000K or more, and it is difficult to avoid early
melting of the larger planets Barth and Venus.
Some planetesimals will disintegrate in orbit, and
the Moon may begin to grow by accretion of the debris.
Alternatively, the Moon may develop from material torn
from the Earth itself as a result of an off-centre
impact from a particularly large incoming planetesimal.
Such an impact-induced fission is more likely to occur
at a later stage when the relative
velocities of
planetesimals have increased by gravitational interaction
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with nearly full-grown planets. However an early
planetesimal from the Jupiter zone might have enough
velocity to "splash off" a piece of the Earth. Perhaps moons started to grow and were destroyed several
times as the Earth proceeded to grow larger.
A later state is illustrated in (b). Incoming planetesimals are now tending to come from the Mars side of
the Earth rather than the Venus side, and they are
increasingly oxidized on average. Incorporation of Fe0
into the silicate gives an increasing amount of olivine
(Mg,Fe)2Si0f compared to pyroxene c-MgSi0 3 ). Incoming
planetesima s tend to be cooler because of the decay of
short-lived radioactivity and because of the lower condensation temperature away from the Sun. However, the
collision velocity tends to increase with time, and the
sinking FeS-rich bodies yield substantial gravitational
energy. Earlier models (Ringwood, 1975) have emphasized the possibility of catastrophic core formation and
even of complete volatilization of the Earth, but the
present model explores the possibilities of keeping the
Earth as cool as possible during accretion in order to
develop a stiff mantle which will inhibit equilibration
between the core and the outer part of the Earth. Slow
accretion (5 to 10 x 106 years for accretion of 99.9%
of the mass) would allow time for radiation of heat from
the surface. A surface kept hot by intense volcanic
activity would greatly increase the radiation loss, which
depends on the fourth power of the temperature (Stefan's
law). Dispersal of gas by a strong solar wind would
reduce the blanketing effect of an atmosphere. Continual differentiation of the U, Th and K into the surface volcanic rocks would reduce the distance required
for conduction to the surface. A weak surface would
absorb most of the impact energy of incoming planetesimals.
Unfortunately these factors cannot be rigorously quantified,
and I shall rely on the undoubted evidence from peridotite
xenoliths from the upper mantle that the contents of
noble metals and of Ni are too high for the peridotite
to have equilibrated with Fe-rich alloys or liquid.
Furthermore, many volatile elements, including primordial
3ne and other noble gases, are leaking out of the mantle,
and it seems easier to produce models for a relatively
cool Earth than a really hot one. However readers should
expect an intense debate on whether the late Earth could
be cool enough for it to remain in disequilibrium.
Currently I propose that the Earth retains some evidence
of its heterogeneous accretion while recognizing that
substantial equilibration of early and late material has
taken place. Particularly important will be the debate
on whether the mantle convected many times through the
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entire depth, and whether Fe,S-rich bodies could sink
without triggering off whole-mantle convection. If
whole-mantle convection did occur, to what extent did
reaction occur across the mantle-core interface? The
subtle arguments against repeated convection of the
·whole mantle involve (i) the inferred presence of most
of the Earth's Na in the middle and lower mantle, and
(ii) the low content of Fe3+ in the upper mantle.
Details cannot be pursued here, but intense convection
of the whole mantle might be expected to "pump" the Na
into volcanic rocks of the crust and to convert Fe2+
of the mantle into Fe 3 + with concomitant transfer of
metallic iron into the core (see later).
Diagram (c) shows a possible section through the
present Earth if some zoning remains from the original
heterogeneity of accretion. Part of the core has now
crystallized thereby releasing energy to drive the magnetic
dynamo, and obviating the need for radioactive heating
from U and K which differentiated into plutons in the
upper crust and volcanic rocks at the surface. The
mantle is composed mainly of high-pressure minerals of
silicate composition and I suggest that the lower and
middle mantle tend to be richer in MgSio 3 than the uppermost mantle which is rich in olivine (·Mg1.aFeo.2Si0 4 ).
The two radial-distribution trends for Fe7Mg and (MgfFe)/Si
might result if there were no mantle convection and
consequent lack of equilibration between the upper and
lower parts. These trends are highly questionable,
and must have been modified or even removed by mantle
convection. A subtle possibility is that crystalliquid differentiation involving the high-pressure
mineral known as perovskite may concentrate (Mg,Fe)
Sio 3 into the lower and middle mantle and olivine-rich
composition (approximately that of garnet lherzolite)
into the upper mantle. The uppermost mantle is dominated
.by peridotite rocks and ~inor eclogites, whose petrographic and chemical properties require very complex
sequences of episodes of partial melting with upward
release of basalts and subsequent metamorphism of the
depleted residue. Mathematical addition of one-third
basalt .and two-thirds peridotite gave the pyrolite
·· composition,proposed by Ringwood (1975) as a model for
the Earth's mantle. In my model, the pyrolite composition is relevant only to the upper mantle and must be
modified to a composition richer in (Mg,Fe)Si03 for the
middle and lower mantle. Particularly important are (i)
the ubiquitous presence of Sin basalts, and the frequent
occurrence of sulphide nodules in peridotite xenoliths
from the uppermost mantle, (ii) the storage of co 2 , H2o
and noble gases in the uppermost mantle, with gradual
release through geologic time and (iii) the substantial
'16

content of Ni and noble metals in peridotite xenoliths.
I assume that the uppermost mantle did not reach volatilisation temperatures, and that crystal-liquid differentiation is still proceeding.

..

Loss of hydrogen can occur by migration of 11 20
through the atmosphere, subsequent dissociation into
radicals, and escape of 11+. If 11+ escapes more easily
than 0-bearing radicals, an inward wave of oxidation
could have resulted, thereby augmenting the supposed
oxidation state produced by the late planetesimals.
Difficult to evaluate is the importance of the highpressure disproportionation of 4Fe0 + FeeOf + Fe metal
demonstrated experimentally by Mao and Del (1977).
The simplest consequence is that at depths greater than
-JOOkm, ferrous iron should be converted to ferric iron
and Fe metal. The latter should tend to sink into the core
sweeping metal-loving elements with it, whereas the
ferric iron should remain in the mantle. If the mantle is
convecting throughout its whole depth, why is the iron
in peridotite nodules· from the uppermost mantle mostly
in'the ferrous state and only slightly in the ferric
state? However, the redox state of the mantle may involve
equilibria of greater complexity, perhaps involving
elemental carbon, carbonate and sulphide.
This section has emphasized the possible complexities
of the chemical distribution of the elements in the Earth.
Let us now ignore these complexities and go to the simple
cosmochemical model of Ganapathy and Anders (1974) and
my attempt (Smith, 1977) to test it as far as possible
from direct measurements.
4.

THE GANAPATIIY-ANDERS AND SMITH MODELS.

Ganapathy and Anders (1974) took the scheme for progressive condensation (Fig. 1) and split up the elements
into fractions (Fig. 2). All elements in one particular
fraction were assumed to enter a planet in the same
proportions as in the Cl composition, but different fractions would enter a planet in different proportions. Thus
metallic iron might be either gained or lost with respect
to the early condensate. An episode of brief remelting
was assumed to have produced chondrules which lost most
of their volatiles (including S) but did not cause reduction
of FeO to Fe metal. Finally small amountsof elements condensing below 60QOK were added, perhaps as a thin veneer
of material like carbonaceous chondrites. Seven components
were finally used: early condensate; original and mel tcd metal 1
sulphide; original and melted silicate; and volatile-rich component.
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The early condensate was constrained by assuming that
the Earth contains 18ppb* U referenced to 197ppb U in
type I inclusions of the Allende meteorite. I questioned
the validity of this estimate of 18ppb u.
Geophysicists
had implicitly assumed that the observed heat flow at
the Earth's surface was the result of instantaneous transfer of heat produced by radioactive decay. Recent
estimates of the heat loss would require - JOppb,U in
the Earth (using the accepted U/K and U/Th ratios), but
I pointed out that the heat from deep-seated radioactive
species is not transferred immediately to the surface
(independently discovered by O'Nions et al., 1978), and
that the estimate of JOppb may be toohigh. Other sources
of heat (e.g. co~e cry~tallizatlon) must also be considered.
The metal/silicate fractionation was constrained by
assuming that the Earth contains 36 wt.%Fe. This value
was obtained from a geophysical model of the Earth, and
depend~ on a host of factors, especially the effect of
pressure and temperature on density and indeed the bulk
composition of the Earth• itself! However, if the Earth
is dominated by o, Fe, Mg and Si, there can be no doubt
that about one-third of the Earth ls Fe.
The oxidation state of the iron was determined by a
complex argument involving chondrule formation and the
observed Fe/Mn ratio in terrestrial rocks. Other constraints included observations which indicate potassium/
uranium and thallium/uranium ratios of 9440 and 0.27 in
the bulk Earth.
I (Smith, 1977) attempted to test the GanapathyAnders model by estimating the chemical compositions of
the various zones of the Earth, and summing them to
give an estimate of the bulk composition which was then
referenced to Cl composition. The data tables are too
lengthy to reproduce here, and figures are given instead.
The compositions of the atmosphere and hydrosphere
are well-known. The mean compositlon·of the crust is
somewhat uncertain, principally because of paucity of data
on the continental roots, which are probably high-grade
metamorphic rocks (granulites). A new estimate of the
chemical composition of the continental crust (Taylor, 1979)

*

The American part-per-billion is used here for convenience even though it ls not used in England.
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The wt. fraction of each element is divided
by 1.5 times the Wt. fraction in Cl composition (Table 1) to give the ordinate (log
scale). From Smith (1977).
requires only minor adjustments in the earlier data, and
the remaining uncertainty is unimportant in view of much
greater uncertainties in the deep Earth. Fig. 5 shows
the composition of the crust on. a Ganapathy-Anders type
of plot. The ordinate is obtained by dividing the weight
fraction of each clement by the weight fraction in Cl
composition, as given in Table 1. The answer is then
divided by 1.5 to compensate for the lower content of
volatile elements in the Earth than in Cl meteorite. The
top left contains a big cluster of elements which mostly
concentrate into basaltic liquid (the magmaphile elements)
during melting of peridotitc. Magnesium is depleted
because it prefers to enter olivine and pyroxene in the
Earth's ~antle. The halogens are strongly concentrated
into the crust and hydrosphere, but tend to be depleted
with respect to Cl composition simply because the bulk
Earth is depleted in halogens.
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The composition of the mantle is very uncertain
because (i) xenoliths transported by kimberlites
provide samples of the uppermost mantle only to -2ookm
depth, (ii) interpretation of the processes of partial
melting which produce basaltic maymas and residual
peridotites is controversial, and (iii) the composition of most of the· mantle is inaccessible to direct
observation and only poorly constrained by geophysical
data. To cut a long story short, I assumed that (1)
the entire mantle has concentrations of major elements
similar to Ringwood's pyrolite composition and (11)
that the magmaphile elements (e.g. Kand Ba) were
present only in the upper 10% of the mantle. For
trace elements I was forced to use a rag-bag of
data, while recognizing that these were affected by
partial melting of the peridotite host and by contamination with the magma which transported the peridotite
xenoliths to the surface. Fortunately, many such
elements are concentrated either into the crust or,
by inference, into the core and the consequent errors
in the mantle compositions have only trivial effects
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on the estimated bulk composition of the Earth. New
data summarized by Chou (1978); are largely consistent
with my earlier estimate, and are being augmented by
further analyses of trace elements in peridotitic rocks
by Jagoutz et al. (1979) and Morgan and Wandless (1979).
Fig. 6 illustrates the general features of the chemistry
of peridotite xenoliths from the upper mantle. The
magmaphile elements still cluster in the upper left
corner, but are not as abundant as in the crust. The
halogens are similarly depleted with respect to the
crust. The transition metals of the first series (Ti
V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn) show a strong downwards trend
to the right. The noble metals (Re Os Ir Pd Au) are
depleted about 100-fold, as is sulphur. Some of the
volatile elements may be too high because of contamination from magma.
There will be much discussion of the possible
'che~ical composition of the lower mantle, as new
experimental data are obtained. Seismic data indicate
the presence of at least two discontinuities and the
crystal structures of minerals of the middle and lower
mantle must be more densely packed than for the
minerals of the upper mantle. The advent of the diamond
pressure cell, invented by Van Valkenburg and developed
by Mao and Bell, has opened up a new field of determination of the physical properties of minerals in the
entire mantle, thereby supplementing exibting shockwave data. Undoubtedly it will be necessary to modify
the empirical equations-of-state used by geophysicists.
Currently it seems highly probable that the perovskite
variety of MgSi03 is dominant at depths greater than
650km (Liu, 1979), but the extent of the substitution of Fe for Mg, and identification of the possible
hosts for other elements such as Al and Ca will
require much more research. Whether the minor elements
occur in solid solution in the principal minerals or
whether they occur as the major elements in trace.
minerals is unknown. No doubt there will be many
developments to the pioneering work of Ringwood, Ahrens,
Anderson, Liu, etc.
For the time being, let us continue to use a pyrolitetype composition for the entire mantle, while recogniz-

ing that there might be considerable change in the
(Mg+Fe)/Si and Mg/Fe ratios with depth. Crystalliquid differentiation at low pressure yields early Mgrich rocks and late Fe-rich liquids. Naively, one
might expect the Mg/Fe ratio of mantle minerals to
decrease as differentiation proceeded during accretion
of the Earth. However, an Earth with an upper mantle
richer in Fe/Mg than the lower mantle is almost certainly
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unstable gravitationally. Convection should have
counteracted some and perhaps all of any original
Mg/Fe stratification. The effects of crystal-liquid
differentiation at h1gh pressure are unknown, but
crystallization of perovskite of composition (Mg,FE)
Si03 from liquid of pyrolite composition might
produce a lower mantle dominated by (Mg,Fe)S103
composition and an uppermost mantle dominated by
(Mg,Fe)2Sio 4 composition, as mentioned earlier.
Proceeding to the core, the speculation becomes
even more extreme. Current geophysical measurements indicate that the inner core could consist
of a solid Fe,Ni-rich alloy, and that the outer
core could be an Fe-rich liquid whose density is
reduced about 10% under that for pure iron. Because
sulphur occurs at the 2 to 5% level in chondritic
meteorites, most geochemists apparently follow
Murthy in favoring Sas the principal light element
in the outer core. Of the other light elements,
only o, Mg and Si are abundant enough in the Cl
composition to be plausible alternatives. Indeed
Ringwood originally favored Si by analogy with
enstatite-bearing meteorites, but has now (1977a,b)
switched to oxygen. It is too early to even guess
at the future developments in this area, but I
strongly favour Sas a major contributor to the
density reduction of the outer core. Wendlandt and
Huebner (1979) use high-pressure melting relations
in the Fe-S-0 system to argue that little oxygen
will be present in the Earth's core if it forms from
segregation of low-temperature melt in the Fe-s-o
system. Terrestrial accretion cannot be modeled
completely by such a simple system, but it provides
a useful starting point for discussion of core
separation in my new model. Iron meteorites can
contain carbide, phosphide and nitride minerals, and
a simple model for early melting of the Earth would
lead to substitution of c, P and Nin the Earth's
core. To cut a long story short, I decided to assume
that the composition of the Earth's core could be
approximated by a mixture of meteoritic troilite
(FeS) and iron-nickel alloy. Even so there are
problems. The substitution of minor elements in
troilite depends on the redox state: e.g. Cr can
substitute strongly in troilite under reducing conditions, whereas it enters silicate under oxidizing
conditions. There are many types of iron meteorites,
and no single one of the main groups seems quite
suitable for modeling the Earth's core. I tried three
major types, and found that the type III irons were
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or contamination. From Smith (1977).
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perhaps the best (as predicted by E. Anders), though
their contents of trace elements indicate very strong
crystal-liquid fractionation, as discussed by E. R.
D. Scott. For these elements, log-median values were
used in calculations.
Fig. 7 shows the resultant model (SIII) for the bulk
Earth on a Ganapathy-Anders type of plot. At first
sight, the symbols scatter so much that one might
wish to shrug one's shoulders and abandon any attempt
to improve the model. Fortunately, detailed examination shows that essentially all elements can-be adjusted
near to the stepped pattern of the Ganapthy-Anders
model when plausible modifications are made.· In
spite of uncertainties, some of the chemical implications are rather simple and important. Let us look
at the various fractions.
Siderophile elements 0£ the earl9 condensato: these elements
must reside almost entirely in the core, and their
position in Fig. 7 depends on the type of iron meteorite
used to model the core.
·

Metal elements: iron will fall on the unit line when it
amounts to about one-third of the Earth. Chromium
will fall on the unit line if most of the chromium
in the Earth is in the lower mantle, or the core, or
both. If the Earth accreted from reduced S-rich
material, some of the chromium would be expected to
sink with FeS-rich liquid to the core. Recent calculations by Dreibus and Wanke (1979) confirm this suggestion in Smith (1977). Phosphorous may also enter the
core under reduced conditions. Most of the nickel
and cobalt must be in the core, but some remains in
the uppermost mantle as mentioned earlier.
Slllcate elements: the SIII model has more Mg and less
Si than the Cl composition. Ringwood recognized
that an Earth rich in olivine composition must have
this problem, and suggested a decade ago that the
Earth went through a stage of complete volatilization in which substantial Si was lost by vapourization.
I think that this is implausible in view of the
presence of substantial amounts of volatile elements
in the Earth (e.g. the alkali metals and halogens),
and prefer to look for another explanation. Actually
pyroxene is more abundant than olivine in many
meteorites, and perhaps the Earth accreted heterogeneously as in Fig. 4, beginning with pyroxenerich composition and ending with olivine-rich
composition. A second possibility mentioned earlier,
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is that the Mg/Si ratio of incoming material was
essentially constant during accretion, and that
crystal-liquid differentiation at h1gh pressure
(>lOOkb = 1010Pa) caused a stratification in the
mantle. Perhaps perovskite (MgSi0 3 ) crystallizes
out of silicate liquid leaving Mg2Si04 component in
the liquid. A third possibility is substitution of
Si in the core, as originally proposed by Ringwood.
This would result in compensating reduction in the
S content of the core. I suspect that both of the
first two possibilities actually are valid for the
Earth, and that the third possibility is of only
marginal significance, if at all.
Oxyphlle elements of the early condensate: although the
elements Ca and Al are below the unit line in Fig. 1,
and Ti is above, there is no insurmountable problem
in adjusting the concentrations found in pyrolitetype compositions. The lower mantle may contain
somewhat different concentrations of these elements
than the uppermost mantle, and indeed it is perhaps
remarkable that there appears to be little fractionation of these elements throughout the mantle.
Speculations for most minor and trace elements are
essentially futile. Barium lies too high, but can
be readily adjusted to the unit level by restricting
it only to the upper 2-51 of the mantle instead of
10% used in the model. This is plausible because
mica and amphibole are the main hosts for Ba, and
these minerals are stable only to depths of about
200 and 100km, respectively. The rare earths can
be adjusted by changing the ratio of garnet to pyroxene
in upper-mantle peridotites. There is a very big
fractionation across the rare-earth series for these
elements and partial melting causes major changes.

Uranium is particularly important as mentioned
earlier. All estimates based on heat loss are subject to arbitrary assumptions about the accretion
and convection of the Earth. From the cosmochemical
viewpoint it is quite implausible to attempt to reduce
the uranium content for the bulk Earth below 14ppb
(i.e. about 2lppb average for the silicate part of
the Earth); which is the value calculated for an Earth
which accreted the early condensate, metal and silicate
fractions with equal efficiency from Cl composition.
In principle, it is possible to determine the
elemental ratios of elements affected by radioactive decay (U, Th, Pb, Sr, Rb, K, Sm, Nd) from
SS

,

measurements of isotopic ratios in accessible rocks,
but currently it appears that much more research is
needed to identify how the reservoirs for these
elements have changed with crystal-liquid differentiation between the crust and mantle. Preliminary research
by many scientists including G. J. Wasserburg,
yielded the following mass ratios in the reviews by
O'Nions et al. (1979):
Rb/Sr 0.03,K/U -10 4 , K/Rb JOO, Sm/Nd 0.32, Th/U 4.
These ratios are quite close to the values in the
Ganapathy·-Anders model.
Currently, I have a hunch that the original value
of 18ppb U for the Ganapathy-Anders model for the
bulk Earth may be about right - but more by good
intuition than by rigorous argument! If so, the
Earth would be slightly enriched in early condensate with respect to Mg-silicate (after ratioing to
Cl composition, of course). However, no enrichment
is necessary if 14ppb U is correct.
Llthophlle volatiles: in spite of ·their quite different
crystal chemistry, the elements F, Mn, Kand Rb lie
at almost the same height in Fig. 7. Potassium and
rubidium were placed only in the crust and uppermost
mantle in the belief that magmaphile elements were
essentially swept out from the Earth's interior
during accretion (Fig. 4). The resulting content of
·Kin the bulk Earth is somewhat larger than the value
calculated from the amount of 40.Ar in the Earth's
atmosphere, but this is to be expected if some of the
40Ar remains trapped in the Earth after decay of 40K.
Manganese tends to cohere with Fe2+, and was placed
uniformly throughout the mantle, and partly in the
S-bearing outer core. Fluorine was also assigned to
the whole mantle, but its mineral host is speculative
(apatite?).

If sodium is placed only in the uppermost mantle
(Fig. 7), it is strongly depleted in the Earth with
respect to potassium. This is inconceivable from
present cosmochemical ideas, and it seems certain
that sodium must be present below the uppermost
mantle so that the bulk maqtle contains almost the
same concentration as the uppermost mantle. Becausesome garnets from mantle-derived peridqtites contain
substantial sodium, this is not surprising. A rather
wild speculation is that in some future era mantlewide convection might move sodium-bearing mantle
upwards where it would melt to yield sodium-rich
basalts. Will subducting plates ultimately trigger
off such a mantle-wide convection resulting in a new
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episode of earth-wide volcanism? Does the presence
of sodium below the uppermost mantle have important
implications for the origin of the Earth? Can a
fission origin of the Moon be ruled out by the presence
of the volatile element sodium below the uppermost
mantle?
There seems to be no need to place potassium in
the Earth's core, since there is enough in the crust
and uppermost mantle to match the abundance of Mn
and F. Furthermore if potassium were placed in the
core (as suggested by Goettel), it would be necessary
on a Ganapathy-Anders type of model to place even
more Na below the uppermost mantle. The new model of
heterogeneous accretion (Fig. 4) implies that
potassium was differentiated upwards i~to a basaltic
outer zone at all stages of the Earth's accretion.
Currently, it appears that the lithophile volatile
elements are depleted about 6-fold with respect to
lithophile refractory elements.
Slderophlle volatiles condensed at l300-600K: the concentrations of these elements (half-shaded squares, Fig. 7)
depend so much on the assumed composition of the core
that all ideas are speculative. Ringwood (1977a,b)
pointed out that on the model for progressive equilibrium condensation of the solar nebula, sulphur should
not be as abundant as K when ratioed to Cl composition,
and hence that sulphur could not be the major light
element of the Earth's core (note that S lies higher
than Kin Fig. 7). This is ubdoubtedly correct for a
nebula with C/0 <l, but 10 wt.\ sin the Earth's
outer core corresponds to only •3 wt.\ Sin the bulk
Earth, and chondritic meteorites carry comparable
amounts (ordinary chondrites ·2\, enstatite chondrites
3-6%). I have argued that, if planetesimals melted,
sulphur would sink to the centre where it would be
protected better from collisions than for potassium
which would be at the surface. Furthermore, I suspect
that the model for progressive equilibrium condensation of the solar nebula with C/0 •0.6 is not fully
applicable to volatile elements, even though Ganapathy
and Anders use it here for modeling the Earth. In the
next decade, I suspect that there will be considerable
discussion of the fate of volatile elements during
collisions. Currently I favour Sas the principal
light element of the core, and believe that some elements which are chalcophilic under reduced conditions,
such as er, Mn and V, are present partly in the core
and partly in the mantle.
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Volatiles condensed at <600K1 there are great uncertainties for these elements. The present content
of II nay be considerably less than just after accretion. If the oxygen of the present atmosphere
resulted from dissociation of primeval water it
would be necessary to increase the ori~inal H content
of the bulk Earth by 26 ppm (arrow in Fig. 7).
Carbon dioxide and some iron oxide may result from
release of oxy~en upon loss of hydrogen. Very
speculatively, carbon from the upper mantle may be
transformed into C02 as the result of an inward wave
of oxidation, thereby providing a source of the C02
which is streaming out of the Earth.

If C and N are present in the Earth's core at the
concentrations found in iron meteorites, the atmosphere and crust would not be the principal reservoirs
for these elements as is commonly supposed.
The very-volatile-elements in the Earth are often
modeled by assuming that a veneer of carbonaceous
chondrite was added after the main phase of accretion had ended. It is not certain whether the volatile elements should be nodeled by Cl meteorites or
by other types of C-meteorites (e.g. the C2
meteorites considered by E. Anders and co-workers).
In my model of the Earth, the very-volatile elements
would be obtained principally from late planetesimals
perturbed into the inner solar system by the giant
planets. Consideration of the oxygen isotope ratios
of meteorites, as measured by R. N. Clayton and
co-workers, makes it much more plausible to model
the highly-volatile elements with C2 than with Cl
composition.

S.

CONCLUSIONS

An optimist would point to the dramatic advances in
discussion about the bulk composition of the Earth
as a result of the spectacular developments in all
types of research on the planets and the solar system.
Undoubtedly the missions to the Moon and inner
planets have been responsible for most of these
developments, but there is still a long way to go
as a pessimist would assert.
Specifically it will be very difficult to pin down
the details of the chemical composition of the Earth.
Geophysicists can refine the seismic models of the
Earth, but the radial plots of density and seismic
velocity are unlikely to change very much. Isotope
geochemistry is probably just reaching the stage of
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sophistication at which the space and tirne distribution of radioactive isotopes can be determined.
Petrologists still are at an early stage in deciphering the processes which have caused the heterogeneity of the uppermost mantle and crust, and there
is great scope for further studies of granulites and
peridotites. Crystal chemists have a great future
ahead in obtaining physical and chemical parameters
for high-pressure minerals, especially those synthesized from multi-component compositions. Cosmochemists
and meteoriticists should be able to develop plausible
models for parent planetesimals, and go on to refin~
cosmochemical models using both chemical and physical.
processes. But whatever the outcome of these potential fields of research, there seems no escape from
the conclusion that the chemical composition of the
Earth can be estimated only from a plauslblecombination
of direct measurements and cosmochemical modeling set
in the ~ontext of ideas forth~ origin of the Earth.
So what ls the chemical composition of the Earth?
What values should you use in the answer to an
examination question? Currently I recommend considerable caution, especially for the volatile elements
which may have been affected by complex processes
during collisions of planetesimals. If my new model
for heterogeneous accretion of the inner planets is
correct, the solar nebula had a spatial variation
of C/0 ratio and some of the condensates were reduced
rather than oxidized as in the Ganapathy-J\nders
model. Unfortunately there is no published treatment
of the full condensation sequence for reduced conditions, and until one appears it is easiest to use the
Grossman-Marimer compilation for oxidized conditions.
My test of the Ganapathy-Anders step model for the
Earth suggests that it is not implausible and may even
be very good. Accepting that model for the moment,
I suggest that the bulk Earth has a composition like
the S2 model in Smith (1979). In this model (Table 2),
10 wt.% Sis placed in the Earth's core, and the
elements of the metal and earl9-condensat:e groups are
augmented respectively by 1.2 and 1.5 times over
(Mg+Si). Elements of the llt:hophllc volatile and
slderophlle volat:lle groups are depleted 4-fold and 2-fold,
respectively, and volatiles <600K by 11-fold. The
remaining three elements, H, C and N are depleted·
140-fold in the primordial Earth, and the present
concentration of II by 340-fold. Only a few elements
are listed in Table 2, but other elements can be
obtained from Table 1 by using the appropriate depletion factors multiplied by l.S to account for the lower
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overall content oE vo1at11e elements 1n the Earth than 1n Cl
meteorlte: thus the depletion factor for lithophile
volatile elements is 4 x 1.5 = 6 when referred

directly to Cl composition. There are many papers
in the literature on meteorites (e.g. ones by H.
Wanke and J. T. Wasson) which can be used as the
basis of modifications of a Ganapathy-Anders type of
model, but it is not profitable to pursue speculations
here. Readers are also recommended to obtain two
private reports (Ringwood, 1977 a and b) which argue
cogently for ideas which are often antithetical to
ones discussed here.
Table 2.

0
Mg
Al
Si
s
Ca
Fe
Ni

'

Suggested composition of some elements
in the bulk Earth,
wt.%
31. 3
13,7
1.83
15.1
2.91
2.28
31. 7
1. 72

ppm
66
II
220
C
N
19
Na 850
p
1830
Cl
45
130
K
Ti 928

V

er
Mn
Co
Cu
Zn
Sr
Ba

ppm
'106
4160
470
860
64

147
18
4.8

Rb

Ag
Nd
Sm
Pt
Au
Th

u

ppb
460
89
900
280
1550
260
88
20

S2 model (Smith, 1979, ·Table IV). Note: the suggested
composition is based on the theory of equilibrium
condensation with "stepped" depletion factors for an
oxidized nebula with C/0
0.6. Rather different
concentrations would result for a reduced nebula with
C/0>1, especially for C,N,S,Cr and elements which
would then become chalcophilic,

=

Returning to the train of thought used in the introduction, I assert that enquiry about the chemical composition of the Earth will help you students at the
University of Leicester to develop an understanding
of the development of the solar system and in particular the Earth. And furthermore I assert strongly that
practical results will ultimately ensue from such a
fundamental enquiry, Although exploration for oil
and ore deposits is finally successful only after extensive drilling, it is important to have a "philosophic"
framework upon which decisions are made, As geologists
we should continue to expand our horizons from just
the surface of the Earth to the entire solar system,
and indeed the universe. Some day, mining may commence
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on the accessible planets and asteroids. nut more
important is the psychological advantage resulting
from a wider perspective. It is easier to study the
branches and leaves after seeing a whole tree. Only
by setting the Earth in the context of the solar
system can we hope to understand its major properties.
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ABSTRACT

Although Acanthoth1ris crossi (Walker) has been of unrivalled
value in the internal correlation of the Lincolnshire Limestone
Formation for many years, recent studies have necessitated a
re-evaluation of its stratigraphic importance and the reassesS111ent of the Cross! Beds as a stratigraphic unit, Present
knowledge suggests that A. crossi occurs abundantly only in
the middle Lincolnshire Limestone, for which it is a reliable
indicator (when in abundance) in Lincolnshire and neighbouring
parts of Leicestershire and Humberside, A. cross1 is also
found sparingly in the upper Lincolnshire Limestone, The middle
Lincolnshire Limestone encompasses all the various Cross! Bed(s)
of previous authors, but as these beds do not form a coherent
lithostratigraphic unit the crossi Beds have been rejected as
a stratigraphic division. On the basis of known anrnonite
occurrences in the Lincolnshire Limestone, A, cross1 is
restricted to horizons of laev!uscula Zone age or younger
(Bajocian, Middle Jurassic).
1 INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to introduce some consistency into
stratigraphic procedure ano to minimise misunderstandings, modem stratigraphic guides advocate the designation of a type section in the definition of any new or
revised lithostratigraphic unit. Such a practice has
not always been followed in the past, often resulting
in the confused and sometimes contradictory usage of
named stratigraphic units by different workers. The
Crossi Bed is an excellent example of one such stratigraphic division. The problems involved in this particular case have been compounded by the fact that,
although a brachiopod, Acanthoth1ris cross! " (Walker),

* Although the form Acanthoth9ris has been widely used,
the correct spelling of this brachiopod genus is
Acantooth1r1s (Ager, 1960, p. 157).
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formed part of the original definition (Kent, 1940,
p. SO), its exact relationship to the stratigraphic
unit (and remainder of the formation) was never
fully explained. An understanding of the Cross! Beds
is of especial importance because from the time its
importance was first recognised (Kent, 1940, p. 49),
A. cross1 has been of unrivalled value to the internal
correlation of the Lincolnshire Limestone, and the
Cross! Beds have become the main correlative subdivision within the formation (Sylvester-Bradley,
1968, p. 218).

This paper attempts to unravel the interrelationships
of the various Cross! Bed(s) of different authors, to
clarify their respective stratigraphic position(s)
relative to a new Lincolnshire Limestone lithostratigraphy (Ashton, 1975 and in press) and to discuss the
reasons for rejecting the Crossi Beds as a formal subdivision of the Lincolnshire Limestone. The biostratigraphic usefulness of A. cross1 is evaluated and the
brachiopod's age-range is also reviewed in relation to
the recent advances in our understanding of the ammonite
biostratigraphy of the Lower Bajocian and the
Lincolnshire Limestone in particular.
2
1.

THE CROSSI BEDS AS A "STRATIGRAPHICAL UNIT

Historical background.

The Crossi Bed was first defined by Kent (1940) as
"••• usually 2-5 feet of partly oolitic light grey or
buff limestone, frequently hard and splintery, which
lithologically might be grouped as the highest bed
of the Cementstones"1 no type section was designated.
The apparent simplicity of this definition belies the
problems involved in the recognition of the Crossi Bed
and even from the brief descriptions usually afforded
to the beds involved, it is clear that the Cross! Bed
or Beds of subsequent authors did not always coincide
with that of Kent (1940). In particular, confusion has
arisen over the understanding of the Cross! Bed in the
dissimilar Lincolnshire Limestone sequences of south,
central and northern Lincolnshire.
·
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FIGURE 1

Location map showing the distribution of the Aalenian/
Bajocian rocks in eastern England.

The principal differences in terminology and relative
stratigraphic position of the Cross! Bed(s) of previous
authors are summarised in figure 2 (a fuller discussion
can be found in Ashton, 1977). Although the outstanding
problem of the relationship of the Cross! Bed of south
Lincolnshire with the various Cross! Beds of north
and central Lincolnshire is discussed later in this
paper, some comment can be made here on the extended
range of the "Acantoothgr1s cross1 Beds" of Evans (19521
see figure 2).
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The terminology of the various Crossi Beds proposed
by earlier workers. The correlations shown have
been interpreted from the references cited and do
not agree, in all cases, with those of the present
author, the revised correlations and stratigraphic
re-alignments of the horizons previously attributed
to the various Crossi Beds are illustrated in
figure 4.

Comparison of the thicknesses of the different
stratigraphical units at Greetwell, Lincoln, given by
Kent (1940, pp. SO and SS, and 1966, fig. 2) and Evans
(1952, fig. 3) with the present author's work suggests
that the lowest abundant occurrence of A. crossi
coincides with the Lower·crossi Bed of Kent (1966), while
the base of the "A. crossi Beds" of Evans is drawn at the
first significant lithological 'break' below that
abundant occurrence of the brachiopod (figure 3). In
addition, Evans (1952) extended the upper limit of the
"A. cross1 Beds" to include the Kirton ShaleJ a
classification at odds with both contemporary and more
recent opinion, as was his inclusion of the 'expanded'
A. cross1 Beds" in the 'Upper Lincolnshire Limestone'
(see Kent, 1966 for review). These factors illustrate
the unsatisfactory nature of the stratigraphic scheme
of Evans (1952).
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2.

Re-appraisal of_ the Crossi Beds.

A re-examination of the Lincolnshire Limestone between
Kirton in Lindsey and WooHox (figure 1) has shown that the
limestones referrec, by various authors, to the Crossi
Bed or Beds (including the Upper Crossi Bed of Kent, 1966,
fig. 1) occur within a number of dlscrete mer.lhers of the
new lithostratigraphic scheme (figure 4 and see Ashton,
in press) and cannot be considered as forming the "hi~hest
bed of the Cementstones" (Kent, 1940). ?lo consistent
stratigraphical relationship between the limestones
actually exists and their forner union, as the Cross!
Beds, has apparently been due solely to the presence of
JI. cross1.
However, the implication that the Crossi Beds
have been defined on ~alaeontolonical criteria alone is
not wholly true because other lithologies, such as the
shales of the Kirton Shale Menber (formerly Kirton Ce~ent
Shale), which also contain abundant A. cross1, have never
been included in the Crossi BedsJ an element of litholo9ical
discrimination has therefore also been anolied in establishing the unit. In spite of this, the lack-of coherence
amonqst the limestones of the Cross! Peds is still considered too great an obstacle for their incorporation
into the new lithostrati~raph1• as a sinc;rle unit. Similarly
any new, expanded Cross! Beds enconpassinq all the beds
containing A. cross1 could not be acceotable either,
because- the occurrence of A. cross1 at- various horizons
outside the Kirton Shale - Cross! Beds level (Hollinoworth
and Taylor, 1951r and see later sections of this paper)
makes such a unit impracticable. Thus the abandonnent
of the Cross! Beds as a stratiqraphical unit would seem to
be justified, especially as reliable alternative bio- and
lithostratigraphical correlative criteria have now been
demonstrated for the Lincolnshire Limestone (Ashton, in
press) •
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Schematic representation of the distribution of
Acanthoth1r1s cross1 (Walker) in the newly proposed
lithostratigraphic subdivisions of the Lincolnshire
Limestone Formation.
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In the newly-proposed lithostratigraphy (Ashton, in
press) the Lincolnshire Limestone, in Lincolnshire, has
been subdivided.into three major divisions: lower, middle
and upper. The readily-traceable boundaries between these
divisions appear to coincide with important ammonite zonal
or subzonal divides (fiaure 41 Ashton and Parsons, in
press) producinq an integrated stratigraphy for the formation.
The most abundant occurrences of A. crossJ. and all the
various Crossi Beds fall within the middle Lincolnshire
Limestone. In a general way, therefore, A. crossJ. in abundance is a good marker for the middle part of the formation,
and its absence south of Stamford agrees well with the
middle Lincolnshire Limestone bein~ erosively cut out in
Northamptonshire by the upper Lincolnshire Limestone.

J.

Relationship between the.Upper and Lower Crossi Beds
of Kent, 1966.

Recent examination of a comparatively new quarry at
Harmston (SK 992619) has shed fresh light upon the relationships of the Upper and Lower Crossi Beds of north and
central Lincolnshire, and the Cross! Bed of south Lincolnshire (Kent, 1966, fig. 1). Sandwiched between the Lincoln
and Metheringham Members at Harmston is a shale band, which
is progressively replaced by limestones towards the western
end of the quarry (figure 5). As this shale effectively
thickens eastwards towards known occurrences of the Kirton
Shale Member (Ashton, in press), it is considered to be
the western feather-edge of that unit (figure 5). Support
for this suggestion is provided by the nature of the
Kirton Shale-Metheringham Member transition (figure 5).
At Harmston, as at all other exposures northwards to Kirton
in Lindsey, there is a shale-oomicrite-oosparite 'boundary'
succession, the oomicrite is thought to be the Upper Cross!
Bed (Kent, 1966) which, therefore, persists south of Lincoln
as implied by Richardson (fig. 42 in Sylvester-Bradley,
.1968).

If the shale band at Harmston is the western featheredge of the Kirton Shale Mel'l1ber, the gradational contacts between it and the overlying oomicrite, and the
shale's lateral (westward) replacement by other oomicrites
(of the Scottlethorpe Beds, figure 5) strongly suggests that
the thinning of the Kirton Shale Member is stratigraphic
rather than erosive as was implied by Kent (1966, fig. 1).
These correlations indicate that the Scottlethorpe
Beds, which encompass the Cross! Bed of south Lincolnshire,
are laterally equivalent to the Kirton Shale Member of
71
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The lithostratigraphic interpretation proposed for Harmston
Quarry (SK 992619). Note in particular that the Kirton
Shale Member and Scottlethorpe Beds are considered to
be lateral equivalents. The stratigraphic columns have
been simplified.

central and north Lincolnshire, which separates the Upper
and Lower Crossi Beds of Kent (1966). This suggests that
the south Lincolnshire Crossi Bed is not strictly equivalent to either of the central/north Lincolnshire Crossi
Beds. Both the Upper and Lower Crossi Beds form distinct
beds within their respective lithostratigraphic units
(figure 5) in north and central Lincolnshire, but lose
their definition southwards, where they no longer contain
JI. cross1. These relationships are schematically shown in
figure 4 (for further details see Ashton, 1977).
J

THE BIOSTRATIGRAPHICAL VALUE OF
CROSS! (WALKER)

JICJINTHOTIIIRIS

1. Internal correlation.
There can be little doubt that JI. crossl was a sessile,
benthonic brachiopod (Rudwick, 1965, p. 614); its
occurrence might therefore be expected to be controlled in
part by the type of substrate. In.reality, however,
JI. crossl occurs abundantly in both the oomicrites and
biomicrites of the Cross! Beds and in the shales of the
Kirton Shale Member, suggesting a tolerance for more than
one substrate, although in all of these cases the actual
bottom conditions may not have been too different (generally
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soft and free of strong current activity). The brachiopod
has never been recorded from sediments reflecting a significantly different substrate-type (mobile oolites for
·
example) even where such lithologies occur immediately
adjacent to, or actually at, the Cross! Beds level. Thus,
although showing a certain amount of substrate-tolerance,
A. crossl appears to have had definite ecological limits,
which are recognisable, at least to some extent, in the
sedimentary record, and these probably affect (or control?)
its distribution in the formation.
Despite these ecological considerations, the abundant
occurrence of A. crosslat approximately the same stratigraphical level does suggest a degree of time control on •
the brachiopod's distribution. The present author's work
suggests that, in central Lincolnshire, A. crossl occurs
abundantly in the highest bed of the Lincoln Member
(= Lower Cross! Bed of Kent, 19661 see figure 3), although
a single specimen has also been found lower down in that
member at Greetwell (figure 4) in beds apparently included
in the "A. crossl Beds• by Evans (figure 3). It seems
probable that at Greetwell, and in central Lincolnshire
generally, the Lower Cross! Bed of Kent (1966) marks the
local acme of A. crossl or at least the lowest bed in which
it occurs abundantly.
In south Lincolnshire the Cross! Bed (Kent, 1966),
which occurs within the Scottlethorpe Beds, probably also
marks (or at least includes) the local acme of A. cross!.
As the Scottlethorpe Beds occupy a higher stratigraphJcal
level than the Lincoln Me~ber of central Lincolnshire,
it is possible that the acme of A. crossl may not have
been synchonous across the whole county (figure 4).
However, within each of the central and southern Lincolnshire regions the earliest abuhdant occurrence of A.
crossl does appear to be at approximately the same level and
is therefore valuable as a generalised marker in the field.
In addition, A. crossl only occurs abundantly in the middle
Lincolnshire Limestone (figure 4) and is, in abundance, a
reliable guide of this level, although it can be found at
other horizons (Hollingworth and Taylor, 1951, p. 18).
However, A. cross! is by no means ubiquitous or especially
abundant everywhere, even in the middle Lincolnshire
Limestone. For example, at Jlarmston it has not so far
been found, while it occurs only sparinqly at Ropsley,
although in both cases the Cross! Beds level is obviously
present.
2.

The range of Acanthothlrls crossl in ter,ns of ammonite
zones.

The scarcity of ammonites from the Lincolnshire Limestone hindered the formation's correlation with other
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Jurassic sequences. Consequently more than usual interest
was focussed upon the correlative value of other invertebrate groups present in the Lincolnshire Limestone, and
such forms as Trlgonla hemlsphaerlcd var. gregarla Lycett (see
Rent, 1966, p. 67) have been cited as independent
criteria for the age of the formation. The brachiopod
fauna of the Cross! Bed has been used as an indirect
indication of age because of its close association with
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FIGURE 6

l\mmonite zonal scheme for part of the Bajocian

proposed by Parsons, 1974a.

that of the Loboth9rls buckmanl Grit of the Cotswolds
(Rent, 1940, p. 50), although the species of Acanthothlrls
occurrino in the two units are thought to be different (Rent,
1966, p.J68). At "that time, all the evidence pointed to
a dlscltes Zone age for the Cross! Bed level. However,
Parsons (1974b) and Ashton and Parsons (in press)
re-interpret the ammonite evidence to suggest that all
the various Cross! Beds occur within the laev1uscu1a Zone,
ovalls Subzone (figure 6).
Ammonites indicative of the
dlscltes Zone are now known to be restricted to the lowest
third of the Lincolnshire Limestone (Ashton and Parsons,
in press). Similar work in the Cotswolds (Parsons, 1976)
has also shown the L. buckmanl Grit to be of ova11s Subzone,
1aevluscu1a Zone, age.
4 CONCLUSIONS

The main lines of evidence favouring the abandonment
the Cross! Beds as a stratigraphical unit arer
(1) the limestones, which have formerly been included
within the Cross! Beds, do not form a lithologically consistent group, but f~ll into a number of lithostratigraphic
units (figure 4)1
(2) the establishment of a Cross! Beds unit solely on
the basis of the occurrence of A. crossl is impractical
because of the wide occurrence-range of A. crossl in the
Lincolnshire Limestone.
of
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In addition the following points undermine the
unqualified use of A. cross1 as a time-related blostratigraphic marker:
(1) it occurs at a number of distinct stratigraphic
horizons within the Lincolnshire Limestone1
(2) its first appearance does not seem to be synchronous across the whole county11
(3) it apparently becomes abundant at different
horizons in different parts of the•county•.
It seems difficult, therefore, to accept either the
first appearance or the acme of the brachiopod as a timehorlzon. However, A. cross1 only occurs prolifically in
the middle Lincolnshire Limestone (oval1s
Subzone,
la~vluscula Zone age, Ashton, in press), and in this way it
ls a useful marker. The absence of A. cross1 from the
Lincolnshire Limestone of Northamptonshire appears to be
the result of the erosive removal of the middle by the
upper Lincolnshire Limestone in that region.
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Report of the Council for

1978-9

During lhe season there has been a varied and interesting
prograDD11e of 9 lectures. One lecture had to be changed at short
notice because of illness in the family of Professor John Bayley
and Iris Murdoch. Mr. Ian Hilson of Leicester University ably
took their place. One of the February meetings was badly affected
by snow, but was enjoyed by those who were able to get there.
On the whole attendance has been good but total membership is
slightly down on last year, 207 as against 212 in 1977-78.
The 207 members were made up as follows:
94 members
108 family members
4 corporate members
1 student member.
We are grateful to Lathams Ltd., to the Leicester Mercury
and to the City Recreation and Cultural Department for their
continued sponsorship of 3 lectures. We record our thanks to
members of Council who have helped to entertain speakers, to Hr.
s. J. Hann for making the coffee after each lecture, to the
ladies from Kirby Muxloe who arranged the refreshments for the
social gathering at the first meeting of the season, to Mr.
N. B. Cope for looking after the projector and other equipment,
and last, but by no means least, to the Staff of the Museum,
who were as usual most helpful.
H. Fisher
Secretary.
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The progra11111e of the Session 1978-79 was as follows:
2nd October
Opening Meeting - Address by the President, followed
by a social gathering, the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoresss will be
present.
16th October
The Deluge - with slides - The Latham Lecture, sponsored by Latham's (Leicester) Ltd. R. s. Porter, Ph.D.,
Director of Studies in History, Churchill College, Cambridge.
30th October
Mr. J. c. Hilson spoke at short notice on English
Novels in place of John Bayley and Iris Murdoch.
13th November
Love-Hate between Prime Ministers and the Press The Leicester Mercury Lecture, sponsored by the Leicester Mercury.
James Margach, former political correspondent, The Sunday Times,
author of The Abuse of Power.
27th November
German Song 1800-1850 - an illus-trated lecture.
David Baker, M.A., M.Mus., M.L.S., A.L.A., F.R.C.O~Assistant
Librarian, University of Leicester.
4th December
Ancient Wines - with slides.
A. D. Fitton-Brown, M.A., Professor of Classics, University of
Leicester.

22nd January
South Kensington - Science and Art in Victorian
England - with slides. Marcia Pointon B.A., M.A., Ph.D.,
Lecturer in the Faculty of Arts, University of Sussex.
5th February
Journey to "The Lost World" - with slides.
Joint meeting with the Natural History Section. J. Ken Burras,
M.A., N.D.H., Superi~tendent of the University Botanic Gardens,
Oxford.
19th Fenruary
The Great War in France and Flanders - with slides.
Rose E. B. Coombs, Special Collections Officer, Imperial War
Museum.
5th March
A Geologist in Antarctica.
Joint meeting with the Geology Section. Donald D. Hawkes, M.Sc.,
Ph.D., F.G.s., Professor of Geological Sciences, University of
Aston.
19th March
Rutland - with slides.
Roy Millward, M.A., Reader in Geography, University of
Leicester.
7th May
Room.

Annual General Meeting, at 5.30 p.m. in the Council
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Annual Report of the Natural History Section
President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Hon. Treasurer:
non. Secretary:
Asst. Secretary:
Programme Secretary:
lion. Editor:

I. H. Evans, M.A., F.H.A.
D. J. Gordon
Hrs. D. Thompson, B.Sc.
Hiss E. I. Clay
Hrs. E. Loosmore
Hies B. Davies, B.A.
Hiss J.E. Dawson, M.A., A.H.A.
L. C. Lewis, D.Conn.

Committee:

Mrs. H. Barron
Hrs. D. H. Butcher
H. C. Gabbitas
H. Godsmark
F, N. G. James
L. Jones

w.

Lemmon

D. A. C. McNeil, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Co-opted)
Hiss G. D, Stubbs
The tlewsletter appeared twice in 1978, in the Spring and Autumn,
with a wealth of interesting articles from members, Members also
sent in their Phenological Reports which were collated by Dr.
McNeil.
The summer programme was varied and enjoyable, one of the
highlights being the full-day excursion to Bradfield Woods and
the Fox Fritillary Meadow, Suffolk. Two joint meetings were held,
one, with the Market Bosworth Natural History Society to Shenton
Spinney and the Ashby Canal and the other, Launde Wood and Abbey
site with the Rutland Natural History Society. Ne all owe a great
deal to Jan Dawson who arranged this programme for us,
The Symposium organised by the Section and the University on
4th March at Vaughan College had, as its theme, "Urban Natural
History", Speakers were I. H. Evans, H.D.E,, Kirkman, Dr, J, A.
Mathias, N. A. Allen, Dr. D. A, C. Hclleil and Dr. D, F. Owen,
Paid up membership for the year was 161 (compared vith 151 for
1977). OuUnary meetings were held at fortnightly intervals
and the average attendance for the second half of the 1977/78
winter session was 63, to hear the following talks:
4th January
18th January
1st February

Members' Contributions
Hunting Plant Hybrids - Dr, c. A. Stace
Launde - the Place between the Woods - Mr. I. H.
Evans.
15th February Malayan Butterflies - Dr, D. H. Hall-Smith
1st March
Woodlands and their History - Dr, O, Rackham
15th March
The Creation of a Nature Reserve: progress report
from Rutland Water - Hr. T. Appleton,
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The Annual General Meeting was held on 29th March 1978, after
which slides were shown by a number of members.
The Section's summer programme of outdoor m~etings was as
follows:
29th April

Shenton Spinney and Ashby Canal (Joint meeting
with Market Bosworth N.11.S.) - Hr. II. I. James.
14th Hay
Bradfield Woods and Fox Fritillary Headpw (full
day excursion) - Hrs. J. D. Hart and ~r, R. C.
Newstead.
27th Hay
OWston Woods - Hrs. J. Buchanan
10th June
Disused railway line, Long Clawson - Rev. A. L.
Primavesi.
24th June
North Brook Meadow, Shacklewell Hollow and Bloody
Oaks Quarry, Empingham - Hrs. J. Ostler
28th June
Disused railway line, Cosby (evening meeting) Hrs. D. Thompson.
15th July
Breedon Hill and Lount Wastes - Mr. s. n. Bishop.
22nd July
Aylestone Meadows - Hr. H. Bradshaw.
5th August
Knaptoft Ponds, Laughton Hills and the Grand Union
Canal - Hrs. J. Norwood.
9th August
The Cunneries, Griffydam (evening meeting) - Hr.
and Hrs. L. Jones.
26th August
Stoneywell Wood - moth trapping (evening meeting) Hr. 0, H. Hall-Smith.
3rd September Sizewell and Hinsmere R,S.P.B. Reserve, Suffolk
(full day excursion) - Hiss J. B, Dawson and
Reserve Warden.
16th September Launde Woods and Abbey site (Joint meeting with
Rutland tl.H.S. - Hr. I. H. Evans.
30th September Newhurst Quarry (Geological meeting) - Dr. R. J.
King,
14th October
Denscliffe Wood - Fungus Foray - Hr. and Hrs. J.
Fieldhouse.
The average attenda~ce at field meetings was 34. The Section
would like to thank all leaders, landowners and other helpers who
made the progra1m1e successful.
The indoor winter proqramme for 1978/79 began on 18th October
with a Members' Exhibition Evening and other speakers were:
1st November
15th November

A Year on an Antarctic Island - Dr. D, G. Goddard.
Han and Lichens (Sixth Sowter Memorial Lecture) Dr, A. Fletcher
29th November Urban Foxes - Dr, s. Harris
13th December Veterinary Work with Wildlife - Mr. J.E. Cooper.
The average attendance for these meetings was 64. The Section
would like to thank the Museum for the facilities which it provides
for all indoor meetings,
E. Loosmore
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Annual Report of the Geology section for the session 1978-79.
President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Treasurer:
Field Meetings Secretary:
Committee:

Dr. R. J. King
H. Jones
Hrs. Mary Ball
Dr. T. D. Ford
John Hartin
John Cooper
Dr. H.J. Le Bas
Hrs. Margaret East
H. Bird
D. Hartill,

The ucual full programme of lectures was arranged but one
had to be cancelled at short notice owing to snow and rail strikes,
and on another occasion two speakers in succession both fell ill
and Hr. Wathall and Hr. Reast of the NCB Training centre kindly
stood in at a few hours notice.
llth October
25th October
8th November
22nd November
6th December
20th December
10th January
27th January
7th February
21st February
7th March
21st March

Active volcanoes in Japan - Dr, H. J, Le.Bas
Red Rocke of the Midlands - Dr, F. M, Taylor
The Petrology of Brixworth Church - Mrs, Diana
Milne (following by a foggy field trJp on 11th
November).
Members• own evening.
Metals and Magmas of the ll!gh Andes - Dr, J, Angus
Conversazione.
Dating Britain's Mineral Deposits - Dr •.
P.R. Ineson.
Fossils and Evolution - a Saturday School at
Vaughan College.
The Hid-Wales Mining field - Hr. J. Jones.
The Crustal structure beneath Britain - Dr, K, Nunn
Coal Mining films and talk by Mr, Wathall, and
Hr. Reast,
A.G.H. and Chairman's choice of films.

Field Excursions held in summer 1978:
22nd April
13th Hay
27th Hay
24th June
30th July
19th August

Local Pleietocene·Deposits: Dr. J. Rice
Grace Dieu.Quarry - Section clearing: Mr, J. A.
Cooper.
The Silurian of the West Midlands: Dr. D. J.
Siveter.
Lathkilldale, Derbyshire: Dr. T. D. Ford.
The Lincolnshire Limestone in East Leicestershire:
Hr. H. D. Jones.
The Cretaceous of the Southern Wolds of Lincolnshire:
Hr. J, Aram •
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9th September
22nd-24th
September

The Jurassic deposits near Rugby: Dr. R. J.
Clements.
Weekend excursion to the Whitby area: Mr. M. D.
Jones and Mr. J. A. Cooper.

A total of 172 people attended these trips, including 28
It ls hoped that such a weekend
will become a permanent feature of the summer field programe.
who came on the weekend excursion.

Membership:

55 Adult members
13 Student
13 Parent Body
Total 81 (116 last year).

The Iris King Memorial Prize still falls to attract enough
entries to be really viable, The Senior prize was awarded to
Julian Sahu for his collection of H11111pshlre coast fossils, and
the Junior Prize to Herrick Junior School, Class B, for their
project on Coal Mining.

T. D. Ford
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